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About this document
The Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) was established in 1998 and is an alliance of
companies, NGOs and trade union organisations. It aims to improve the lives of workers
in global supply chains by promoting responsible corporate practice that supports this
goal. ETI specialises in developing cutting edge approaches and tools for implementing
codes of practice that address supply chain labour conditions, and is widely recognised
as a global leader in this area. ETI is funded by member contributions and a grant from
the UK Department for International Development (DFID) For more information visit
www.ethicaltrade.org
The ETI Base Code is founded on International Labour Organisation (ILO) Conventions
and has become a model on which other codes are based. A summary of ETI’s Base
Code is given below and can be seen in full on our website, www.ethicaltrade.org

The ETI Base Code:
●

Employment is freely chosen

●

Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining are respected

●

Working conditions are safe and hygienic

●

Child labour shall not be used

●

Living wages are paid

●

Working hours are not excessive

●

No discrimination is practised

●

Regular employment is provided

●

No harsh or inhumane treatment is allowed

ETI projects
ETI projects are an experimental forum. They are designed to allow groups - drawn from
ETI’s tripartite membership - to work together on areas of concern or difficulty in their
work to improve the application of labour standards. Members design and manage the
projects, working closely wherever possible with their own suppliers, partner
organisations and other stakeholders in the relevant industry or workplace. These
projects are a key element of the ‘learning by doing’ philosophy of ETI.
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Abbreviations

ETI

Ethical Trading Initiative

BWWF

Bidi Workers Welfare Fund

HW/s

Homeworker/s

ICFTU

International Confederation of Free Trade Unions

ILO

International Labour Organisation

MSI

Multi-Stakeholder Initiative

NGH

National Group on Homeworking

NGO

Non-governmental organisation

R/S/C

Retailer / Supplier / Contractor

SEWA

Self Employed Women’s Association

TU

Trade Union

TUC

Trades Union Congress, UK

TCFUA

Textile, Clothing & Footwear Union of Australia

UNDP

United Nations Development Programme

WIETA

Wine and Agricultural Industry Ethical Trade Association
(South Africa)
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Glossary

Agent

A company buying goods manufactured by others to supply to a retailer
or brand. Agents, also r eferred to as buying agents, do not manufacture
any part of the product themselves.

Complex supply chain A supply chain in which several intermediaries - contractors,
subcontractors and sub-subcontractors - link the supplier/exporter to the
homeworkers producing or part-pr oducing products for them (see
diagram p 25).
Contractor

Individual or gr oup of individuals to whom the supplier/exporter
outsources the manufacture of a product or part-product, who in turn
may contract the manufacture of the product or part-product to
homeworkers, or to a subcontractor.

Exporter

A term fr equently used in exporting countries in place of the term
‘supplier’. As with supplier, an exporter is a company or individual
supplying goods to a retailer or brand above them in the chain. For the
purposes of this publication, the goods have been manufactured, or partmanufactur ed, by homeworkers.

Simple supply chain

A supply chain in which only one intermediary, a contractor, links the
supplier/exporter to homeworkers producing or part-producing products
for them (see diagram p 25).

Supplier

A company or individual supplying goods to a retailer or brand above
them in the chain, goods which (for the purposes of this publication)
have been manufactured, or part-manufactured by homeworkers. This
broad category includes agents, exporters, co-operatives, contractors and
subcontractors.

Subcontractor

Individual or gr oup of individuals to whom a contractor outsources the
manufactur e of a product or part-product.
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Introduction to the ETI
guidelines
These guidelines present the recommendations and working tools
developed by the ETI Homeworkers Project Group for those working within
international supply chains that source from homeworkers. They seek to
provide guidance on how retailers, suppliers, trade unions (TUs) and nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) can take action to help improve the
working conditions of homeworkers. The ultimate aim is to work towards
the implementation of internationally agreed labour standards with
homeworkers, specifically those of the ETI Base Code.
At the time of writing (July 2006), these guidelines are being tested in an
ETI pilot with homeworkers in India. They may be amended in light of
testing, but represent our best understanding of how conditions in
company supply chains can be improved.

1.1 Background
The application of codes of practice to homeworkers is emerging as an important and complex
issue for retailers and suppliers as well as trade unions and NGOs active in the labour rights field.
Homeworkers are present in ETI members’ supply chains and research, together with members’
experience, has shown that homeworkers frequently have poor terms and conditions of work.
During 2001, members expressed increased concern about the presence of homeworkers in supply
chains and about applying the ETI Base Code to homeworkers around the world. In response to
this need, a Homeworkers Group and experimental project with representatives of ETI’s retailer,
trade union and NGO members was formed in 2002.

1.2 Purpose of the ETI guidelines
These guidelines aim to add substantially to the understanding of the interpretation, monitoring
and implementation of the ETI Base Code with homeworkers. The complexity of supply chains
involving homeworkers, as well as the typically wide gap between retail point and homeworker,
makes application of codes of conduct particularly challenging in this context. While advice is
available on homeworking in supply chains from bodies such as the International Labour
Organisation (Convention on Homeworking), ETI members articulated a need for mor e specific,
practical advice including interpretation of the Code for this situation and indicators of Code
compliance. The ETI homeworker guidelines wer e written to meet this need. They seek to provide
practical guidance to members and others on:
●

identifying the presence of homeworking in supply chains;

●

applying, implementing and monitoring the ETI Base Code with homeworkers;

●

meeting the standards of the ETI Base Code with homeworkers.
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1.3 Methodology
In 2002, the ETI Homeworkers Group was set up in the UK, comprised of retailers, brands,
suppliers, trade unions and NGO representatives. The Group commissioned a review of current
knowledge and experience of applying corporate codes of labour practice with homeworkers,
which informed their decision to begin work on a set of guidelines. Members began drafting
these based on their cumulative experience and existing standards such as the ILO Convention on
Homework No. 177. The documents consulted are listed at the end of this chapter.
Members decided they needed case studies from both developed and developing economies to
inform the development of the guidelines. The case studies, chosen on the basis of where Group
members most commonly sourced products involving homeworkers, were the Christmas cracker
industry in the UK and the embellishment industry in India.
In the UK in 2002, we carried out extensive consultation with cracker suppliers selling to retailer
members to understand their methods of working with homeworkers. This two-year consultation
reached the bulk of the industry. Samples of homeworkers involved in these suppliers’ chains were
then consulted by an NGO Group member in 2004 to identify their priority issues and concerns,
and gather r esponses to the draft guidelines. In addition, international homeworker organisations
were consulted on the 2004 draft through a meeting held with an NGO Group member. All
comments r eceived were incorporated.
In 2003, we consulted Indian stakeholders involved in work with homeworkers who were partners
of UK Group members, plus Indian Government officials and an NGO representative, on the
approach the Group was taking. We commissioned extensive research into homeworkers’
conditions, issues and priorities with stakeholders engaged in the fabric embellishment industry in
Delhi and Bareilly (Uttar Pradesh) in India in 2004. Inputs were collected from exporters,
contractors, subcontractors, homeworkers, NGOs and trade unions through a series of focus group
discussions and individual interviews. Following this research, a tripartite group was set up in Delhi
to assimilate the findings from the research and to review and further develop the guidelines
drafted by UK Group members.
Throughout 2005, the UK and Delhi Groups worked in close partnership to develop and refine
sections of the guidelines. In early 2006, extensive consultations were held on this draft with a
wide variety of stakeholders in India. Separate consultation sessions were run with homeworkers
(both unionised/organised and non-unionised/unorganised), contractors, exporters, retailers (both
ETI members and non-members), NGOs, trade unions, Government representatives and academics.
The draft was then revised on the basis of all the comments to assume its current form.
At January 2006, the UK Gr oup comprised representatives from:
●

The Body Shop International, Boots the Chemist, Gap Inc., Madison Hosiery,
Monsoon/Accessorize, Next plc and Sainsbury’s Supermarkets (retailer and supplier members
of ETI);

●

Community Trade Union and the Trades Union Congress (trade union members of ETI); and

●

Oxfam GB, National Group on Homeworking, Homeworkers Worldwide and Traidcraft
Exchange (NGOs).

The Delhi Group included representatives from:
●

Gap Inc., Next plc and Monsoon/Accessorize (retailer members of ETI), Nandeetas,
Aesthetics and Chelsea (suppliers/exporters), Li & Fung (agent);

●

Hind Mazdoor Sabha (trade union); and

●

the Self Employed Women’s Association (SEWA) and the Centre for Education and
Communication (NGOs).
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1.4 Who the guidelines are for
The guidelines are intended for use by the full range of groups active within international supply
chains sourcing from homeworkers. They are primarily aimed at the commercial actors integral to
these chains but also contain sections for use by non-commercial groups, such as trade unions and
NGOs active in improving labour standards in this field. The guidelines were developed by and for
ETI members but are also intended for a wider constituency of non-members, particularly:
●

retailers

●

suppliers, including agents, co-operatives, exporters, contractors and subcontractors

●

commercial auditors involved in the inspection of homeworkers or suppliers

●

homeworkers

●

trade unions (TUs)

●

non-governmental organisations (NGOs)

1.5 How to use these guidelines
The first three chapters of the guidelines are essential r eading for all users:
Chapter 1 Introduction to the ETI guidelines - explains the scope, format and purpose of
the document, its intended audience and use;
Chapter 2 Background: homeworkers and the supply chain - presents a definition of
homeworking and explains the extent and characteristics of homework in international chains.
It also summarises several different initiatives trialled by commercial actors as well as TUs and
NGOs around the world aiming at improving labour conditions with homeworkers;
Chapter 3 Principles and approaches of the ETI guidelines - sets out the essential
principles on which the group’s work is based and details the two different approaches to
implementing these guidelines: individual activity and collaborative working. This chapter also
includes a section on working through multi-stakeholder gr oups.
For ease of use, we have then written a chapter for each of the major players indicating what each
can do to improve labour standards:
Chapter 4 What retailers can do
Chapter 5 What suppliers can do
Chapter 6 What trade unions and non-governmental organisations can do
These chapters are followed by a comprehensive Toolkit (Chapter 7) containing practical
documents to assist implementation of the recommendations in the guidelines. These include:
Tool A - a model policy on homeworking for retailers and suppliers;
Tool B - sample mapping tools for gaining information about the presence of homeworking in
supply chains, including a sample supply chain map;
Tool C - the application framework, which is central to implementation of the
recommendations found in chapters 4 - 6. This contains an interpretation of each ETI Base
Code clause in the homeworking context, plus actions and indicators which can be used to
implement and verify Base Code provisions with homeworkers. The framework is organised in
sections containing actions for each supply chain actor, namely retailers, suppliers, contractors,
NGOs and TUs. It also contains actions for a multi-stakeholder group where actions are set out
for corporate actors, TUs and NGOs who wish to work together to increase the impact of their
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work and have industry- or sector-wide effect.
Tools D and E - questions for eliciting information from homeworkers;
Tools F and G - guidance on how to set piece rates and a list of companies which can help;
Tool H - a simple log book for homeworkers’ use;
Tool I - details of the SEWA insurance fund;
Tool J - more information about purchasing practices and how these can undermine the
principles of the Base Code.
These guidelines are still a ‘work in progress’ and we welcome feedback from anyone using them.
If you have comments please contact ETI.

1.6 References
The guidelines have been written with reference to the following documents:
Acona (2002) Review of current knowledge and experience of applying corporate codes of
practice with homeworkers. ETI Report.
Bajaj, Mahjul (2000) Invisible workers, visible contributions: a study of home-based women
workers in five sectors across South Asia. Background Paper for South Asia Regional Policy
Workshop on Home-based Work, London, Women in Informal Employment Globalising and
Organising (WIEGO).
ETI members’ homeworker policies and experiences
Felstead, A and Jewson, N (2000) In work, at home. London, Routledge.
Gupta, Neelam (2001) Invisible labour: social security for home-based workers of the garment,
agarbatti and papad industries. Delhi, SEWA Bharat.
HomeNet (1999) New ways of organising: four case studies of trade union activity. Study Pack.
HomeNet (2001) Newsletter No 17
HomeNet (2003) Organising for rights. Newsletter No 19, Spring 2003.
Homeworkers Code of Practice Committee (2001) Changing fashion: the story of the No
Sweatshop label. www.nosweatshoplabel.com/downlaods/NoSweatReport.pdf
Trades Union Congress (2004) Organising homeworkers in the UK: learning from international
experience. London, TUC.
ILO (1996) Convention on home work. No 177. Geneva, ILO.
Kanawaty, G (1992) Introduction to work study. Fourth (revised) edition. Geneva, ILO.
National Group on Homeworking (2004) Convention on home work. No 177. Geneva, ILO.
Unni, Jeemol and Rani, Uma (2005) Impact of recent policies on home-based work in India.
UNDP HRDC Discussion Paper Series 10, UNDP.
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Background: homeworkers and
the supply chain
Homeworking is an important aspect of the world economy. In developing
countries as many as 300 million people, more than half of them women, do
paid work at home, making a significant contribution to household incomes
among predominantly poor families. But few homeworkers have legal
status as employees and are thus vulnerable to exploitation. This chapter
explains the situation of homeworkers, their place in complex supply
chains and how some companies and other activists have attempted to
improve their working conditions.

2.1 Distinguishing between home-based work
and homework
The ILO Convention 177 defines homework as:

“

Work carried out by a person in his/her home or on other premises of his/her
choice, other than the workplace of the employer,
for remuneration which results in product/service as specified by the employer;
irrespective of who provides the equipment, materials or the other inputs used,
unless this person has the degree of autonomy and economic independence
necessary to be an independent worker under national laws, regulation or court
decisions.

”

While the above provides a useful definition of homework, it does not explicitly distinguish
between the terms home-based work and homework. These are terms that are frequently and
inaccurately interchanged. To assist clarity and specify the group of workers addressed by the
guidelines, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) distinction 1 between home-based
work and homework is used throughout here.
Under this distinction, the term home-based workers is a comprehensive term which encompasses
all those who work at home. This group is divisible into three broad categories including:
1 Business people and well-paid professionals working from home;

2 Own-account workers - workers who design and market their own products, but cannot be
considered to be running small businesses;
3 Subcontracted or dependent workers - those who work for an employer, intermediary or
subcontractor for a piece rate, who are not responsible for designing or marketing the
product, but simply contribute their labour.
Homeworkers then are a subset of home-based workers, those found in the third grouping -

1

Unni, J and Rani, U (2005) Impact of recent polices on home-based work in India. UNDP HRDC Discussion Paper Series 10,
pp 12-13
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subcontracted or dependent workers working for an employer, intermediary or subcontractor for a
piece rate. The guidelines primarily focus on this group, as these workers form the vast majority of
home-based workers used within export supply chains. However, the guidelines could also be used
to apply to own-account home-based workers in certain contexts.

2.2 Incidence of homework worldwide
●

In the developing world, homeworkers constitute 300 million workers of whom more than
50 per cent are women and 80 per cent ar e from the poorest families2.

●

Approximately five per cent of those in employment in Northern countries are
homeworkers3.

●

Researchers estimate that there are, for example, one million homeworkers in the UK, eight
million in the Philippines, 20 million in China, and 30 million in India4.

●

ETI member companies have so far identified homeworking in their supply chains in the UK,
Portugal, India, Pakistan and Indonesia, and to a lesser extent in Greece, Italy, Spain, Turkey,
Malaysia and the Philippines 5.

●

Home-based work is common in handicraft production. But it is also found in modern
industries such as garments, footwear, accessories, electrical assembly and plastic products
and non-traditional handwork like footballs. For example, it is estimated that 58 per cent of
football stitchers in Pakistan are homeworkers6.

As shown above, ther e is a high incidence of homeworking especially in Southern countries and
trends suggest that this is increasing. While homework was once linked to old craft traditions and
cultural factors that restricted the mobility of women, it is increasingly being taken up because of
declining opportunities for formal employment, expanding export demand for these products and
the practice of subcontracting, which has boosted ‘flexible contractual work’ as opposed to formal
work. The incidence of subcontracting is on the rise in South and South East Asia, South America,
Eastern Europe and the Baltic states coping with transition and also in China wher e the change to
a market economy has informalised many workers.

2.3 Characteristics of homeworkers
●

The majority of homeworkers are women7. Where there are male homeworkers it is
generally in specific sectors, for example in metalwork8.

●

Homework seems the domain of women in the age group of 20 to 40 years. They tend to
be unmarried girls or married women with young children9.

●

Most homeworkers have low incomes.

●

A sizeable minority of homeworkers in Northern countries come from ethnic and immigrant
communities10.

2

Gupta, Neelam (2001) Invisible labour: social security for home-based workers of the garment, agarbatti and papad industries,
Delhi, SEWA Bharat, p v and vi

3

At the high end are countries such as Denmark, Belgium and Ireland where the figure is closer to 10 per cent while at the low end
are countries such as Portugal, the UK and Greece where the figure is closer to three per cent. Australia is the exception to the rule
with almost 26 per cent of its workforce working at home (Felstead, A and Jewson, N (2000) In work, at home. London,
Routledge). Since many homeworkers keep their work concealed, the true figur es are likely to be higher than these.

4

HomeNet (2001) Newsletter No 17

5

Acona (2002) Review of current knowledge and experience of applying corporate codes of practice with homeworkers. Report for
ETI, p 6

6

Bajaj, Mahjul (2000) Invisible workers, visible contributions: a study of home-based women workers in five sectors across South
Asia. Women in Informal Employment Globalising and Organising (WIEGO) p 40
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2.4 Advantages of homework
It is important to highlight these advantages, without ignoring the labour issues homeworkers
face, so that the features homeworkers value are not lost in the process of seeking to improve
their conditions.
●

Income generated from homework is important for the survival of poor families. The income
that goes into the hands of female homeworkers is especially important in meeting the basic
needs of the family, enhancing their quality of life11.

●

For many women, homework constitutes their employment of first choice as it enables them
to do multiple tasks at home. Further, it provides ease of entry and re-entry so that they can
continue even after breaks for marriage, childbearing and so on12.

●

In cultures where women’s mobility is restricted, homework is the only employment option
for women.

●

Homework enables people in rural areas to get work in their villages, reducing migration to
urban areas13.

●

Findings from at least three sector reviews - incense sticks, embroidery and footballs - point
to the fact that homeworkers may have better working conditions than their counterparts in
factories. Unlike factory workers, homeworkers take breaks from their work to tend to other
tasks, which breaks monotony and strain, they sit alone or in groups in their home
environment and work at their own speed14.

2.5 Problems related to homeworking
The National Group on Homeworking, an NGO working on homeworking issues in the UK,
believes that the flexibility offered to both the homeworker and the company sour cing work out to
homeworkers is very attractive. However, the hidden nature of the workers, their lack of rights and
the heavy reliance of many on their homeworking income makes them a particularly vulnerable
group and therefore susceptible to exploitation by the people who supply their work.
The most common concerns related to homework are:
Low pay - most homeworkers are paid low rates and less than factory workers. Few homeworkers
are paid the minimum wage and even fewer earn a living wage. Further, the rates decrease with
the distance from the original place where work is given out. There are rarely systems for keeping
records or determining quality, so rates of pay are further lowered through unfair deductions for
quality, miscounting of pieces and so on. Delayed payment is another serious problem. Wages may
be paid irregularly and in some cases only partial payments are made to keep the worker tied to
the contractor.
Insufficient and irregular work - very few homeworkers have enough work to occupy them on
a full-time basis. Most are constantly hoping for more work. This lack of availability of work greatly
weakens the position of homeworkers vis-à-vis their employers. As the work available is irregular,
income and working hours vary widely from week to week. Sometimes there is no work and no
income, at other times there are very long working hours and better incomes.

7

Acona (2002) Op cit, p 5

8

Other examples of male homeworkers include men from the community of Rampur in northern India who do specialist beadwork,
men in Pakistan who stitch footballs and men in Malaysia who do sewing.

9

Bajaj, Mahjul (2000) Invisible workers, visible contributions: a study of home-based women workers in five sectors across South
Asia. Women in Informal Employment Globalising and Organising (WIEGO), p 45

10 Acona (2002) Op cit, p 5
11 Gupta, Neelam (2001) Op cit
12 Bajaj, Mahjul (2000) Op cit, p 45
13 Gupta, Neelam (2001) Op cit, p 10
14 Bajaj, Mahjul (2000) Op cit, p 45
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Employment status - many homeworkers are unclear of their employment status. Very few are
legally employees, and therefore most do not have employee status. Most legal systems do not
recognise homeworkers. This informality leaves them officially invisible and thus open to
exploitation.
Social security and benefits - most homeworkers are not employees so they do not receive sick
pay, holiday pay or maternity pay, and are rarely included in pension schemes. By and large
homeworkers struggle to combine multiple needs without any institutional or state support.
Moreover, in developing countries the working life span is relatively short for these workers since
few r etain the health to carry on working beyond the age of 4515. No old age pension or savings
income is then available to support them through their unproductive years.
Health and safety - in some sectors there are serious health and safety concerns. In the
metalware and accessories sectors, homeworkers often carry out dangerous activities like brass
casting, soldering, engraving and gem stone polishing. In other sectors, such as textiles, clothing
and footwear, health and safety is less of an issue.
Discrimination against women - women are often relegated to lower paid work within the
sector, with better paid work the domain of male workers. Women are often paid less for the
same work than their male counterparts16.
Child labour - the participation of children to a greater or lesser extent is an inseparable part of
homework. Recent views are that the problem is not so much that children work at home, but
more that homework interferes with their education.
Lack of awareness of rights and organisation - homeworkers are unaware of the number and
type of actors involved in the subcontracting chain, and their corresponding responsibilities and
obligations. They are scattered, competing for work, not always easily covered by existing laws and
not in a position to establish employee-employer relationships. Therefore, trade unions’ traditional
methods of organisation cannot be used here. Another factor that makes workers reluctant to
engage in collective action is that the employment relationship can be based on friendship and
family ties. HomeNet estimates that 10 per cent of UK-based homeworkers have contacted
homeworkers’ organisations. In Southern countries this figure is probably closer to one per cent17.

2.6 Relations in the supply chain
Homeworkers are at the bottom of export supply chains that are best visualised as frequently
changing webs. There are few cases of retailers buying direct from suppliers who buy direct from
homeworkers. Usually there are agents between retailers and suppliers and one or more
contractors between suppliers and homeworkers.
Production is generally organised by middlemen/contractors who form the crucial links between
the supplier and the homeworker. They are not employees and work on a contract basis as casual
workers or on a commission/piece-rate basis. Contractors may belong to the same locality or
community as the homeworkers and are likely to have non-commercial relations within the
community as well. Contractors organise distribution and collection of work from homes, give
work directly to some homeworkers and, if the order is larger or the deadline more stringent, they
subcontract work to one or more middlemen who then directly interact with other homeworkers.
Depending on the size and type of work needed, contractors use particular types and numbers of
homeworkers.

15 Bajaj, Mahjul (2000) Op cit, p42
16 Ibid p40
17 For example in the Philippines PATAMBA’s membership is 12,000 while the estimated number of homeworkers in the country is
eight million.
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However, contractors often prefer to work with some homeworkers on a regular basis to ensure
deliveries and, while homeworkers ar e generally free to accept work from any contractor, many
prefer to work for one or a few for a longer time. So there is some stability of relations even in this
dynamic web of supply. Sometimes, a homeworker may work for the same contractor for years.
This does not result in any wage advantage but may increase access to benefits such as loans or
assured work at times of low orders18.
The key issue is that the employee-employer r elationship is not clear. Retailers do not directly
employ homeworkers but their purchasing decisions clearly have a direct impact on them. The
suppliers do not directly employ homeworkers but it is their products that the homeworkers work
on. And contractors do not see themselves as employers as everything is ‘on contract’. As noted
above, homeworkers are usually unaware of the range of actors involved in the subcontracting
chain and their corresponding responsibilities and obligations. This fundamental difference related
to ever-shifting supply chains, the ambiguity in fixing employer responsibility and invisibility of the
final producer means it is vital to view code implementation with homeworkers very dif ferently
from code implementation in factories.
The diagram below illustrates the complexity of supply relationships in chains involving
homeworkers:

Homeworker

Subcontractor

Contractor
Supplier 1
(factory)

Retailer 1

Supplier 2
(factory)

Retailer 2

Supplier 3
(factory)

Retailer 3

Contractor
Homeworker

Homeworker

Homeworker

Homeworker

Contractor

2.7 Other approaches to homeworking
The remaining section of this chapter summarises different initiatives implemented by commercial
actors as well as trade unions and NGOs with the partial or whole objective of improving labour
conditions in industries involving homework. This is not a comprehensive overview of all initiatives
undertaken globally, but seeks to give readers an understanding of some of the key ways actors
have sought to respond to the challenge of improving labour conditions with homeworkers.

18 Gupta, Neelam (2001) Op cit, p 26
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2.8 Community centres
Several brands and retailers have responded to the challenges that homeworking presents by
establishing community centres - also referred to as homeworking ‘units’ - where homeworkers
living in close proximity can come and work together. There are several reasons why this particular
response to homeworking has been popular. Having homeworkers producing in one location
makes collection and distribution of work mor e convenient; allows for better control over quality
and pace of work; increases transparency around payment of homeworkers; and allows health and
safety conditions to be assessed and remedied.
Community centre initiatives have met with mixed success. Frequently they have imposed the
characteristics of a more formal workplace upon workers who for various reasons - cultural factors,
prefer ence for flexible working times, the need to combine paid and domestic work responsibilities
- have preferred, or been restricted to, work at home.
The ETI Homeworker Group assessed the community centre approach and recommends that, in
order for such a centre to represent a desirable and positive option for homeworkers, it would
need to be:
●

set up and operated by an NGO, homeworkers’ organisation, or by homeworker
representatives;

●

located close to homeworkers’ homes and ideally on premises owned by the community (for
example in an Indian context, on panchayat property);

●

run like a work distribution centre where homeworkers could choose to work or take work
home;

●

flexible in opening hours, offering homeworkers a choice of working times;

●

offering facilities for training and skill development;

●

providing opportunities to link into social security schemes (such as insurance, pension and
childcare), saving schemes, credit schemes and r evolving funds, and literacy programmes for
children and adults.

Operating a community centr e in such a way would ensure that workers only able to work from
home (that is those who juggle work with domestic duties) would not lose their livelihoods, plus
ensur e that their work contributed to the community’s socio-economic welfare. Such a centre
would make it easier to provide regular work, and ensure timely and enhanced payments and a
good working environment. Having more workers in a single location would also assist union
representatives and members of homeworkers’ associations to organise workers for collective
bargaining or forming their own co-operatives.
The role of the NGO/homeworkers’ organisation would be to gain contract work from
manufacturers. This might be on a long-term basis or they might facilitate this in the short term
with the aim of building homeworkers’ capacities for this role. The role of manufacturers would be
to contract work to such community centres (on mutually agreed commercial terms) as regularly as
possible.
The main challenge in the concept of a ‘model community centre’ is that it needs active
collaboration between NGOs and retailers/manufacturers. Where NGOs do not exist or where
retailers/manufacturers do not show enough commitment to source this way, such a model may
not prove replicable.
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2.9 Model insurance funds
Homeworking provides a vital livelihood for many workers but it often brings some insecurity due
to both the seasonal nature of the work and workers’ effective ‘self-employed’ status, meaning
that they often risk unemployment in the case of ill health. For this reason, joint insurance funds
have been trialled by state governments, trade unions, NGOs and employers as a means to support
livelihoods that are potentially threatened by ill-health or irregular/seasonal work supply. Extensive
consultations conducted in India for the compilation of these guidelines found that homeworkers
themselves valued effective insurance schemes as one of the most practical and useful
interventions to improve their labour conditions and the security of their livelihoods.
The particular characteristics and coverage of insurance funds vary from scheme to scheme, but a
defining characteristic of all schemes is that administrative and financial costs are shared in some
way between employers and workers, and/or unions, NGOs or state gover nment and workers. The
cases below provide details of two initiatives established successfully in India.

Case study: the Bidi Workers Welfare Fund (BWWF) in India
Bidi is an indigenous cigar ette, called the ‘poor man’s smoke’, produced in local factories,
unregistered production units and in workers’ homes. The BWWF is a welfare fund created
to address the social security needs of home-based bidi workers and is administered by the
central Indian Government and implemented by state governments. Financial resour ces for
the fund are raised through a relatively low cess (tax) levied on bidi manufacturers (in 2006,
this tax was two rupees per thousand bidis produced). The BWWF is spent on welfare
schemes providing health care, life insurance, maternity allowance, loans for housing,
education, recreation and family welfare facilities for bidi workers and their families. There
are four education-related schemes providing scholarships, allowances for uniforms, awards
and a girls school-attendance scheme.
The BWWF gets around the fundamental problem in home-based work of establishing the
employer-employee relationship. It requires no proof of an employee relationship with any
particular employer as, in order to benefit from the fund, workers need only prove that they
are bidi workers. Further, all bidi manufacturers must contribute to the fund through tax,
ensuring that the fund operates industry-wide, whether there is a proven employeeemployer r elationship or not.
The most popular and effective schemes have been those involving health care, education
and housing. According to studies done by the ILO, these schemes have resulted in
reduction of child labour, improvement in education for girls and also improved productivity
due to better health and housing.
In India, more than 60 such welfare funds exist, all of which are government administered.
They have emerged as a viable and effective supplement to basic social security
arrangements. An additional benefit of such funds is that they tend to promote strong
stakeholder participation, with workers covered by these funds tending to identify str ongly
with them. Funds can therefore act as catalysts around which workers organise and
generally where such initiatives exist, groups of organised workers act collectively to put
pressure on state governments, as well as employers and traders, to ensure the schemes are
administer ed correctly.
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Case study: SEWA - a union-administered insurance scheme in India
The experience of the trade union Self-Employed Women’s Association (SEWA)
demonstrates that it is possible to establish effective insurance mechanisms for
homeworkers without state involvement. In 1992, once membership of SEWA reached
sufficient numbers for commercial insurance companies to be interested in participating in
financial schemes, SEWA established two insurance mechanisms, one of fering life
insurance, the other offering protection against health problems and accidents. Claims are
assessed by a SEWA-run committee which meets three times a week. To ensure maximum
worker awareness and participation in the scheme, SEWA also began selecting and training
a number of former homeworkers to act as full-time insurance promoters. Surprisingly
perhaps, for homeworkers to have access to a range of benefits, the premium is relatively
small, starting at as little as 100 rupees (US $2) per worker per annum for life insurance, or
225 rupees (US $5) per worker per annum for health and accident cover19. More detail on
coverage and benefits of these schemes can be found in the Toolkit, Tool I on page 89.

Case study: An insurance scheme from an individual supplier in India
Our consultations with suppliers in India revealed an insurance scheme initiated by a single
exporting manufacturer in which all sections of the supply chain, from manufacturer
downwards, contribute to an insurance premium to protect homeworkers and their families
against accident and death. The exporting company has had a relationship with a single
village contractor for more than five years who contracts work to nearly 500 women
homeworkers for large parts of the year. The supplier expects these relationships to
continue and has devised an insurance scheme where the supplier contributes 50 per cent
and the contractor and homeworker 25 per cent each towards the insurance premium.
Such a model demonstrates what is possible where homeworkers can be easily identified
and there is a stable relationship between the different sections of the chain.

19

Figures at March 2006, obtained from SEW A Office, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India.
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2.10 Australian accreditation schemes
The ‘No Sweat’ initiative in Australia is an innovative approach to applying codes of conduct to
homeworkers. Its strength is derived in large part from its tripartite nature, involving collaboration
between business, the state and the union sector. The scheme demonstrates the potential
effectiveness of a tripartite approach.
Under the Homeworkers Code of Practice, retailers and suppliers sign up to a collective bargaining
agreement with the Textile Clothing & Footwear Union of Australia (TCFUA), and agree to ensure
that homeworkers making their goods enjoy a package of wages and benefits. An accreditation
system, overseen by a multi-stakeholder Homeworker Code Committee and enforced by the union,
cr eates a paper trail permitting verification of the benefit to homeworkers. Payments to
homeworkers are based on standardised piece-work rates/timings. Consumers are informed about
the code thr ough a No Sweat(shop) label sewn into garments, like the Fairtrade mark. However,
the initiative seeks to be sector-wide, through the involvement of business organisations and by
getting retailers and brands to agree to implement the code across their product ranges
manufactured in Australia. Consumer awareness of the problems of homeworkers and of the label
was raised by publicity campaigns (the Fair Wear campaign) involving churches, civil society
organisations and a paid publicity agency, and a parallel campaign informing homeworkers of their
rights and of the code of conduct. More information about the scheme is given below.

2.10.1 Homeworkers code of practice and accreditation
The TCFUA established an ethical clothing code of practice in 1996. Retailers, manufacturers and
suppliers sign the Homeworkers Code pledging to make sure that their suppliers pay homeworkers
the correct pay and benefits. The four parties involved in this agreement are TCFUA, The Council
of Textile & Fashion Industries Ltd., the Australian Chamber of Commerce, the Australian Business
Chamber and the individual companies who are signatories to the code agreement.
The objectives of this code are to:
●

end the exploitation of homeworkers;

●

enable homeworkers to clearly understand their employment entitlements;

●

ensure homeworkers receive their appropriate (minimum wage) entitlements and legislative
protection;

●

establish a system of accreditation for manufacturers who comply with this agreement;

●

assist homeworkers by supporting community and industry education, securing compliance
with the agreement and promoting its purpose.

All parties who sign up to the code and agreement sign a statutory declaration as part of this.
These declarations apply to manufacturers or contractors who:
●

give work to contractors

●

give work directly to homeworkers

●

receive work from another manufacturer/contractor and then supply work to homeworkers

●

do not give work to contractors or outworkers.

Retailers, manufactur ers and suppliers who sign the homeworkers code state that homeworkers
are being paid correct wages, superannuation, work-cover insurance and receive the minimum
payment in each two-week period.
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Each retailer agrees to inform all its suppliers of the existence of the code and agreement and
must:
●

send a copy of the agreement to all existing suppliers on signing and to any new suppliers;

●

advise all suppliers that as part of the agreement they will make regular visits to suppliers’
establishments.

The code has three important parts.
1 Accreditation - this is how companies prove that homeworkers are paid legal wages.
Through accreditation, the code committee can monitor compliance with the code and the
union can inspect company records.
2 A product timing manual - this is the way to work out the sewing time and legal rates to
pay homeworkers for each garment.
3 The No Sweat label - this clearly tells consumers that clothes were made under fair
conditions. If workers are working on products where this label is used they can also check
with the union if they are being paid the correct amount.
Accreditation
Companies who have signed the code are encouraged to apply for accreditation. To receive
accreditation companies must show proof that they:
●

have the statutory declarations completed by themselves and the suppliers/factories they
use;

●

have records of all the work they give to companies which make clothes for them;

●

pay homeworkers the correct amount for their work according to the product timing
manual (see below).

Companies must send lists to the union showing where the work is undertaken and also pay an
accreditation fee to the code committee to cover the cost of monitoring the code. Manufacturers
pay a licensing fee of $Australian2000 per annum.
A tripartite committee oversees the implementation of the code and the TCFUA itself is responsible
for enforcing compliance with the agreement. Companies which are found to be in breach of the
code are given an opportunity to comply within a stated timeframe.
To assist enfor cement, manufacturers must keep detailed records on any connection with any
orders from a retailer. Detailed records also have to be kept by contractors and manufacturers,
creating a very clear paper trail covering:
●

name, address and contact number of the retailer

●

records of homeworkers

●

records of contracts and contractors, names, addresses and so on

●

product specifications - delivery dates, the nature of work to be done, the price paid to
homeworkers for each different item, the number and type of products made.

The homeworkers code of practice will help homeworkers to get better pay and regular work.
Employers’ groups and the union are working together to make sure the code helps homeworkers.
Retailers, manufacturers and suppliers can agree the code by signing it. Retailers benefit by having
a pool of suppliers from whom they can source without risk to brand name and product integrity.
Federal and state governments have supported the code, through funding to facilitate its
establishment. Several Australian states have given legal backing to the code in full or in part.
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Product timing manual
A standard product specification manual which follows internationally recognised norms for time
and motion studies, is used by all parties to work out the times and pay rates for each job. This
lists sewing timings for all different types of garments; other apparel including headwear and
neckwear; household items and ornamentation made from textiles, fabrics or flowers. It lists all
legal rates to pay homeworkers for each garment. Timings are shared across the industry and the
range of products and tasks in the manual is being built up over time. The manual is available to
accredited companies on a protected website.

2.10.2 What can the Australian experience teach us?
The homeworkers code of practice described here has had some success. By 2001, 19
manufactur ers and over 100 retailers had signed up to it. The certification system has been
simplified in response to complaints from companies. Nevertheless some suppliers continue to
refuse to co-operate with retailers. The code has not proved to be a silver bullet; while there have
been improvements in the conditions of some homeworkers, others continue to suffer poor pay
and conditions. However, the Australian experience demonstrates several approaches which
together or singly may help improve homeworkers’ conditions:
●

including homeworkers in a union collective bargaining agreement;

●

the industry-wide product timing manual is used by retailers, suppliers and homeworkers
alike to benchmark fair piece rates for homeworkers;

●

an accreditation system which creates a transparent paper chain down the supply chain
enabling monitoring by the union;

●

a product label (linked to the accreditation system) which demonstrates compliance to
consumers;

●

winning the commitment of retailers and brands to the code through campaigning.

It should be noted that the code only covers production in Australia. This approach may be more
likely to be successful for sectors where production and retail is in the same country, as an
international certification system would be more complicated to apply.
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Principles and approaches of
the ETI guidelines
The ETI Homeworker Group recommends that ETI members should adopt
certain core principles in their approach to homeworkers in their supply
chains and their implementation of minimum labour standards. This
chapter sets out these principles and indicates two ways of working
towards the standards - individually or in collaboration with other players.

3.1 General principles
Homeworkers have an important role in production worldwide
This approach may be more likely to be successful for sectors where production and retail is in
the same country, as an international certification system would be more complicated to apply.
Homeworkers are equal members of the workforce
This approach may be more likely to be successful for sectors where production and retail is in
the same country, as an international certification system would be more complicated to apply.
A gradual approach is needed to impr ove homeworkers’ conditions
The ETI approach of seeking continual progress within reasonable timeframes is as appropriate
to homework as it is to formal employment. We recognise that meeting the standards of the
ETI Base Code for homeworkers will not be straightforward and that care must be taken to
ensure that assertion of rights does not result in job losses and transfers of production to less
costly countries.

3.2 Implementation principles
Continuous improvement is required
Many homeworkers’ conditions are likely to fall far short of the standards in the ETI Base Code.
Companies should commit to negotiating with suppliers and implementing agreed schedules
for making continuous improvements. The costs of implementing actions set out in the
application framework should be taken into account in negotiations with suppliers. Retailers,
brands and suppliers should manage their supply chains and phase implementation in a way
that does not jeopardise homeworkers. Suppliers should be able to demonstrate that they are
making steady progress towards implementing actions set out in the application framework.
Understand the supply chain before taking action
Our extensive consultations with homeworkers in India indicate that where retailers or
suppliers attempt to improve homeworkers’ working conditions without a full understanding of
the complex supply chains beneath them, this can prove counter-productive and possibly
damaging to homeworkers’ livelihoods. Deciding actions for improvement in working
conditions for homeworkers is very context-specific. Decisions should be underpinned by a
study of the different type of conditions/environments a particular set of homeworkers work
under, the different risks involved in homeworking in a particular industry and an understanding
of all the actors in the supply chain. These are crucial first steps before taking any other action.
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Begin with more achievable actions in more fluid supply chains
The fluidity of supply chains involving homeworkers, and the number and power of contractors
that often exist in those chains, complicate the challenges of implementation. Our research and
consultation with homeworkers has shown that initial actions should be easy to implement and
less threatening to contractors and subcontractors. One such example would be health and
safety analysis and training, which gives an opportunity to increase the links and transparency
between the different parts of the supply chain. Where chains are fluid and relations between
supply chain actors are shorter-term some tasks are very challenging, such as action to increase
piece rates or prices paid to homeworkers. These more challenging actions are easier when
more stable relations are established between suppliers, contractors, subcontractors and
homeworkers.
Work towards transparency in supply chains
Implementing labour standards with homeworkers will require transparency in supply chains
down to the level of homeworkers. This may involve confidential sharing of information with
those working with homeworkers.
Long-term relationships are key
Long-term relationships with suppliers make implementation easier, in particular in complex
supply chains. Try to bring stability into supply chain relationships where possible. Retailers
should aim for more stable relationships with their suppliers, suppliers should aim for more
stability with their contractors, contractors with subcontractors, and the latter, with
homeworkers. This will assist better mapping, record-keeping and implementation of actions.
A combination of action works best: organising from below plus pressure fr om above
Implementing the Base Code with homeworkers is a challenge that will require both top-down
and bottom-up pressure. Getting contractors to record and monitor their home-based labour
force will require strong downward pressure from retailers and suppliers. At the same time,
without the organisation of homeworkers by trade unions and NGOs, many of the educational
and awareness-raising actions required for implementation will not be possible. Increased
pressure from the top of the supply chain needs to be supported by the organisation of
homeworkers on the ground to bring long-term and sustainable solutions to meeting the Base
Code provisions.
Commit to protecting the livelihoods of homeworkers in existing supply chains
This means maintaining orders to suppliers committed to implementation of the ETI Base Code
with homeworkers, at least during the normal life of a contract between the supplier/retailer.
Involve homeworkers directly
All parties implementing the ETI Base Code with their homeworkers should commit to involving
homeworkers in setting priorities for the implementation of labour standards, as well as in
monitoring progress.
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Factors that can affect homeworkers’ conditions
Our activities with retailers and suppliers engaged in the UK Christmas cracker industry
between 2002 and 2004 helped us identify several positive and negative factors that can
have an impact on homeworkers’ labour conditions. Several of these are explored in more
detail elsewhere in these guidelines, but they are summarised in table form below.
Positive drivers

■

■

Using multi-st akeholder initiat ives (MSIs),
for example retailers jointly bringing together
all their supplier s in a given sector to ge t them
to raise conditions across the sector in a coor dinated manner (see section 3.4.1 below for
mor e detail on MSIs).
Conside ring the training and de ve lopment
nee ds of supplie rs and giving them support
to enable the m to me et the ETI Base Co de
(see sectio n 4.7 below).

■

Putting a ‘price’ on the ethical performance
of suppliers by giving labo ur standards a
greate r weighting in buyers’ de cisions.

■

NGOs and unions h olding co mpani es to
account.

Negative drivers

■

Not linking buyers’ decisions to suppliers ’
ethical standards. Whe re bu yers’ decisions
are not infor med in part by a supp lier ’s effo rts
to meet these standards with home wor ke rs,
lab our co nditions are likely to be poor.

■

Retailers insisting that the cost of
com pliance be m et by the supplier al one,
not shared with the retailer.

■

Ret ailers/brands switching orders when
mee ting the B ase Co de means that product
costs rise.

3.3 Ways of working - an individual approach
Two ways of working are covered in these guidelines - as an individual company and in
collaboration with other stakeholders. Typically individual companies, whether retailers, brands or
suppliers, take measures to help them comply with the standards set down in codes of labour
conduct. These actions may be supported by other actors such as trade unions or NGOs, but in
general would be initiated by a company. Such measures may include for example, conducting
social audits on labour standards in manufacturing premises, or distributing information to workers
on their right to join a union or organisation of their own choosing. These guidelines recognise the
importance of this individual approach, and much of this document is directly relevant to
individual companies, trade unions and NGOs, recommending appropriate individual actions for
meeting the Base Code with homeworkers.
Within the application framework (Tool C), retailers, suppliers and contractors will find a menu of
actions that they can take in their own organisations and within their own supply chains. The
framework also contains actions for individual trade unions and NGOs working in this field.
The individual action approach will be more effective in simple, rather than complex supply chains.
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The diagram below shows different types of supply chains involving homeworking:

Simple

Complex

Retailer

Retailer

Retailer

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

HW

Contractor

Contractor

HW

Subcontractor

Sub-subcontractor

HW

3.4 Ways of working - collaborative approaches
Our experience of conducting research for these guidelines in South Asia, together with
consultation with commercial and non-profit supply chain actors, suggests that companies should
also examine collaborative, multi-stakeholder ways of working when addressing homeworker
issues.
As outlined in chapter 2, there are fundamental differences between the contexts of factory
workers and homeworkers. Two factors can make homeworking both distinct and challenging: the
chains linking the supplier to the homeworker are frequently complex (see diagram above), less
transparent and often volatile; and work can shift quickly from one contractor to another, from
one subcontractor to another, or from one group of homeworkers to another. In addition, the
relatively small amount of capital investment that homeworkers require makes chains more prone
to shifts from one group of workers to another. Long and volatile chains are typically found in
developing countries with a large informal economy.
In general, where chains are longer, less transparent and liable to volatility, or where access to
individual homeworkers is limited due to social, cultural and other reasons, companies may need to
consider taking a collaborative approach - that is, working with non-commercial actors active in
labour rights implementation (gover nment labour departments, trade unions and NGOs) to make
effective progress on certain areas of the Base Code. A collaborative approach seeks to make
improvements at the community or industry-wide level, rather than improvements with a particular
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group of homeworkers in one supplier’s chain. ETI members should recognise that in more complex
chains, effective implementation of the guidelines may require a collective approach. Seeking
improvements at the homeworker level cannot always be done in a ‘business as usual’ way, but
requires a combination of business and social development approaches.
Examples of working in this way include joining a multi-stakeholder group to set an industry-wide
standard for piece rates or to find an effective system for monitoring levels of child labour. Within
the application framework (Tool C), column 3 gives concr ete examples of activities that a multistakeholder gr oup can undertake to meet Base Code standards in the homeworking situation.
Where the supply chain is more traceable, stable and involves fewer links - more typical where
homeworking occurs in developed, western economies - then the emphasis on individual action
would be higher, although collaborative action may still be needed on some issues.
These two basic approaches, individual and collaborative, are referred to throughout these
guidelines.

3.4.1 Collaborative working: examples of multi-stakeholder
approaches
A ‘multi-stakeholder initiative’ (MSI) is a term used in the labour rights field to describe a group
representing both the for-profit and not-for-profit sectors, brought together to address specific
labour issues. In the homeworking context, an MSI would pr ovide a forum for engagement and
collective negotiation between diverse entities, all with a stake in homeworkers such as retailers,
suppliers, contractors, NGOs, TUs and government departments. An MSI can be a permanent,
formalised body which inspects and audits standards in an industry, such as the Wine Industry
Ethical Trade Association in South Africa, or it can be established to make a one-time improvement
to labour standards, such as agreement on an industry-wide piece rate in a certain geographical
area, which would then be policed by industry or state. The case studies below are examples of
MSIs and their achievements .

Case study: the Wine and Agricultural Industry Ethical Trade Association
(WIETA) in South Africa
Established in 2002, WIETA arose out of an ETI pilot project in the South African wine
industry. It is a not-for-profit, voluntary association of many stakeholders in the industry,
committed to the promotion of ethical trade in this sector. Stakeholders include wine
producers, retailers, trade unions, NGOs and government. WIETA carries out audits of
producers and is governed by a multi-stakeholder team. The multi-sectoral make-up of this
body not only enhances the credibility and rigour of its audits, but also greatly reduces the
number of audits producers must undergo, as those purchasing from producers share audit
results, rather than conducting their own audits. For more information visit:
http://www.wieta.org.za/
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Case study: the Multi-Fibre Agreement Forum (MFAF)
The MFA Forum, established early in 2004, is a 30+ network of brands/retailers, trade
unions, NGOs and multi-lateral institutions. The MFA Forum is working to mitigate the
impact of the end of quotas on countries whose garment industries could suffer in the face
of increased competition and accompanying uncertainty. In 2005, the MFA Forum, in
collaboration with the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), launched an
initiative to identify a road-map to a viable, profitable and internationally responsible and
competitive textile and garment industry in several of the most severely affected exporting
countries. For more information visit: http://www.accountability.org.uk/mfa_forum/

Case study: the Sports Goods Federation of India (SGFI)
SGFI was set up in 1998 by 25 exporters (suppliers) of sports goods in Jalandar, India in
response to growing international concer n about the use of child labour in football
stitching. The objectives of SGFI are to prevent the incidence of child labour and to
rehabilitate children by providing education and facilitating change in community and
family attitudes. Exporters contributed 0.25 per cent of their exports turnover to SGFI and
the project reached over 3,000 home-based families, comprising around 15,000 stitchers.
Among the many collaborators in SGFI, chief have been FIFA Marketing which allowed its
licensees to source footballs in India solely from exporter members of SGFI, and SGS India
which helped develop a detailed monitoring system to identify and monitor homeworkers.
SGFI have developed a comprehensive education programme for children of homeworkers
in partnership with the Government and local organisations and is now looking at the
broader issues of social compliance for homeworkers.

Any stakeholder could initiate the process of forming an MSI in a sourcing country. This could be
done by identifying other companies that have a stake in that product and location or identifying
effective organisations and individuals in the sourcing country itself. The start-up of an MSI may
require some financial input and resources for a co-ordinator in cases where a co-ordinating role
cannot be taken by a single member. It would also require substantial time input from the
stakeholders. However, where chains are long, fragile and opaque a multi-stakeholder approach
may offer the most effective way to long-term implementation.
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What retailers can do
Homeworkers can be critical in a retailer’s supply chain because they carry
out specialised and intricate work which often cannot be mechanised cost
effectively, such as embroidery and beading. It is the responsibility of
retailers to manage their supply chains in a way that does not prejudice
homeworkers. This chapter looks at the roles and responsibilities of
retailers with regard to homeworkers and sets out actions and working
practices which will help retailers meet these.

4.1 Make a commitment
The first step is to confirm the company’s acceptance of the role of homeworkers within the supply
chain and its responsibility towards them. It must be clearly acknowledged that the presence of
intermediaries and/or subcontracting does not remove the responsibility on retailers and suppliers
to ensure good working conditions for homeworkers. This is not just a role for the corporate
responsibility team, as they cannot act effectively without the support of the company board and
colleagues, especially buyers. A formal company policy on homeworkers needs to be adopted in
order to prevent their exclusion from, or concealment within, your supply chain. As this is the first
step for actors at the top of the supply chain, a model policy acknowledging the important role
played by homeworkers in the supply chain has been included as Tool A in the Toolkit (see page 50) .

4.2 Inform everyone of your commitment
All relevant colleagues, such as buyers, technologists and sourcing teams must be made aware of
your company’s policy and approach. They should all be made aware of the recommendations
below when working with homeworkers, to ensure that homeworkers are not actively excluded
from supplying products or negatively affected by buying, technical or sourcing practices.
Agents and suppliers must be informed that homeworking is acceptable to your company,
provided that suppliers commit to implement the ETI Base Code as set out for the context in these
guidelines (see Tool C ). Inform agents and suppliers that the presence of homeworkers in the
supply chain will not in itself lead to the relocation of work or cancellation of orders. With new
agents or suppliers, address the issue of homework at the start of the relationship. Ensure
homeworking is included during supplier conferences or training days on ethical trade.
Agents and suppliers should be encouraged to:
●

communicate your policy and these guidelines to homeworkers who work directly or
indirectly for them. The model policy (Tool A) can be used to assist this: encourage your
suppliers to pass it on to those beneath them in the supply chain;

●

explain to homeworkers those features of your market such as seasonality and reliance on
trends where these usually result in irregular orders. This enables homeworkers to
understand fluctuations in orders for their products as well as when peaks are most likely to
occur.
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4.3 Map your supply chains
Understanding your supply chains and where and how homework occurs within them is vital
before undertaking any action intended to improve homeworkers’ labour conditions.
Comprehensive and reliable mapping of your supply chains may take significant time and resources
but is an essential first step. Our extensive consultations with homeworkers in India for these
guidelines indicated that where retailers or suppliers lack a full understanding of the complex
supply chains beneath them, actions may prove counter-productive, even damaging to the
livelihoods of homeworkers.
This section aims to help you map your supply chain ef fectively. The sections below (4.3.1 - 4.3.4)
offer different methods that you can use to start and then to enrich your map of where
homeworking occurs in the supply chain. All require working in partnership with your suppliers.
You should request and encourage suppliers to work with you to investigate and record full details
of the supply chain to its conclusion. Be aware that this will need considerable awareness-raising,
motivation and time because, in many cases, your suppliers will not be fully aware of
homeworkers’ involvement in the chain.
A sample mapping tool included as Tool B in the Toolkit gives some questionnaires that you can
use to gather information from suppliers. There is also further explanation below. Studying these
before you start will help you to see what the results of a mapping exercise would look like, what
kind of information it would give you, and how mapping can help you to prioritise actions to
improve homeworkers’ labour conditions.

4.3.1

Identify industries with potential homeworker
involvement

Contact homeworkers’ organisations and trade unions to obtain lists of industries involving
homework. This will help you to identify which pr oduct chains you should be mapping. Particular
information sources in the not-for-profit sector include the following:
●

National trade union federations in their respective countries can provide information or
contacts. Gender/Women’s Officers may be a good point of contact, since homeworkers are
often women.

●

Homeworkers Worldwide: the UK centre for the international movement of trade unions,
NGOs and homeworkers’ organisations and others supporting work with home-based
workers (30-38 Dock Street, Leeds, LS10 1JF).
http://www.homeworkersww.org.uk

●

HomeNet South Asia: regional network of homeworker organisations and supporters
covering Bangladesh, India, Nepal and Pakistan, can provide links to homeworker
organisations and other relevant contacts in these countries.
http://www.homenetsouthasia.org/

●

National homeworking groups: for example, in the UK, the National Group on
Homeworking (NGH), which is a UK NGO and membership organisation of homeworkers
and supporter members and works to improve the terms and conditions of UK
homeworkers, providing information and advice to employers as well as homeworkers. NGH
is a member of the international Federation of Homeworkers Worldwide (FHWW).
http://www.ngh.org.uk
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Gather information and communicate with suppliers on
homework

Work with staff in country and/or regional offices as well as all relevant buyers and technical teams
on homework issues. Incorporate information on homeworking into basic company
training/induction for relevant staff. Consultation with national level staff is important for everyone
to understand the complexity and importance of the issue and to identify the industries in which
homeworking is likely to occur.
Conduct research with your suppliers on homeworking in their supply chains after explaining your
policy on homeworking to them, in particular str essing that you are not against the use of
homeworkers. If your suppliers are agents, ask them to enquire about homework among their own
suppliers. You could use either the questionnaire in the sample mapping tool (Tool B) as the first
step in researching your supply chains and then progressively extend the questionnaires on the
involvement of homeworkers in a given product. Ensure that these questions capture adequate
data.

4.3.3

Gather information through audits, assessments and
visits

Build questions about homeworking into assessments/audits of suppliers. Ensure that questioning
techniques help to elicit the appropriate information - encourage suppliers to be open about the
use of homeworking. Effective communication with suppliers on this sensitive issue is essential.
Also, ensure that current good practices among suppliers are identified and recorded, for example
exporters and contractors may currently give credit to homeworkers without interest, or provide
scholarships to children.
Where you are aware of subcontracting, consider planning audits of subcontractors as well as the
main factory or head office.
Ensure that you record information about homeworkers, as with other supplier data. Suppliers
should also be encouraged to maintain data on their subcontractors as a first step.

4.3.4

Gather information at the factory

Know the production process so you are able to identify which processes, if any, are required but
that you have not seen being carried out at the factory. Consider whether there are processes in
this product that could be easily outsourced. Outsourcing tends to happen when:
●

the operation is not reliant on expensive equipment

●

hand operation is required (such as packing)

●

the product is produced occasionally rather than regularly

●

the cost of mechanising the process is significantly larger than the cost of paying workers to
carry it out by hand (for example embroidery)

●

the capital cost of mechanisation is very large relative to the operation.

While walking around the factory, can you only see checking, finishing or packing? If so, where is
the production facility? Is work being outsour ced via contractors? Ask the factory manager to
clarify. If necessary, speak with contractors. Visit some locations.
Bear in mind that the factory may not be aware that homeworkers are involved, they just know
that work is outsourced to a contractor.
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4.4 Find out more about homeworkers in your
supply chain
Once you have identified where homeworkers are it is very helpful to do some research to establish
their concerns and priorities. The list of references at the end of chapter 1 identifies some
published studies that might make a good starting point. If you have the resources to conduct your
own studies, Tools D and E in the Toolkit are questionnaires that can be used with homeworkers
to establish basic facts and attitudes.

4.5 Use the mapping results to decide where to
start
The results from the mapping exercise and any research you can do will help you to take decisions
with your suppliers about where to start with implementation of the guidelines. For example, you
may decide to begin implementing actions with homeworkers where:
●

you have simpler supply chains (fewer contractors between the supplier and homeworkers);

●

the largest number of homeworkers are concentrated;

●

several suppliers lead back to a small group of homeworkers in the same area.

The diagram below shows how a supply chain map can help you to identify useful
information on which to base decisions about priorities. This is a fictitious example (this
map is also given in Tool B in the Toolkit).

India Exports
(Supplier)

Mansingh
(Contractor)

40 HWs
in Seelumpur,
Delhi

Sulieman
(Contractor)

Chand
(Subcontractor)

Prem
(Subcontractor)

200 HWs
in Ber Sarai,
Meerut

Abdul
(Sub-subcontractor)

Kumar
(Contractor)

Rehman
(Subcontractor)

50 HWs
in Buddh
Vihar, Delhi

250 HWs
in Jonpur,
Bareilly

150 HWs
in Harharpur,
Barielly
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In the diagram you may choose to begin implementing actions with India Exports, Mansingh and
Seelumpur homeworkers, as it’s the simplest part of your supply chain. You must decide where to
set the parameters for starting work, in consultation with suppliers.
Bear in mind, however, that suppliers cannot afford to be out of line with their competitors. If
possible tackle the issues on an industry-wide basis so that whatever steps you agree with one
supplier in a particular product ar ea of a particular country are applied to other suppliers in the
same sector and country so that they remain competitive. Tackling issues on an industry-wide basis
will also minimise the risk of suppliers moving work from one set of homeworkers to another to
avoid implementation of the guidelines.

4.6 Next steps: using the application framework
Consult with your suppliers first. The consultation may begin by raising their awareness of your
company policy and national laws on homeworking. You may want to do this individually or
organise training for several suppliers to help them understand the issues.
The discussions should then move on to prioritising actions for implementing the Base Code with
homeworkers. Tool C in the Toolkit is the application framework showing how to interpr et the
Base Code in the homeworking context and what actions retailers and others can take. Please note
that implementation is best planned in a phased manner - not all actions in the application
framework need to be attempted at once. Please refer to Tool C for more details.
Once broad actions are identified, work with suppliers to:
●

agree areas of responsibility;

●

plan for necessary steps to establish and maintain good working conditions down the supply
chain;

●

establish what advice agents/suppliers/contractors will need and a timetable for working
through issues together as part of any broader progressive improvement plan. Some areas
may be easy to improve with little cost. Others will take time, sensitivity and support to
achieve. Reassure suppliers that you understand this and allow realistic timeframes for
improvements.

Some actions in the application framework need collaborative action and where this is agreed:
●

identify stakeholders such as other retailers (with common sour cing locations, common
processes, common inter ests), NGOs, local groups, trade unions, government agencies;

●

initiate a working group for discussion on the guidelines or join such a group where it
already exists;

●

develop an action plan based on the application framework.

4.7 Build your suppliers’ capacity to implement
actions
Here are some ideas worth considering:
●

Encourage suppliers to use these guidelines

●

Suppliers may have reasonable systems in place with homeworkers, but lack the paperwork
and records to prove this. Since access to homeworkers is also difficult, there are often
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problems in verifying supplier information. Consider providing help to maintain paper trails
and records.
●

Short-term relationships make it very difficult to tackle homework issues with suppliers.
Consider a longer-term commitment to the supplier.

●

Encourage suppliers to provide opportunities for all contractors and their homeworkers to
feed back any concerns about your requirements such as order times, product quality and so
on. Your involvement in the audit process should be communicated to homeworkers to
promote the transparency of the chain and homeworkers’ ability to raise issues with you if
they wish to do so.

●

Advise suppliers if health and safety and other standards are inadequate and offer
suggestions as to best practice wherever possible.

4.8 Consider your pricing and ordering
procedures
Retailers should recognise that the gap between workers’ terms and conditions and the ETI Base
Code may be so great that improvements necessary for meeting the Base Code will increase the
product cost beyond what can be absorbed by the suppliers. Suppliers’ commitment to improving
the working conditions of homeworkers must be reciprocated by the sourcing and pricing policies
of intermediaries and retailers if homeworkers are to benefit. These are our recommendations on
pricing and ordering procedures:
●

Purchasing procedur es should incorporate consideration of labour standards as well as
quality and price:

●

For suppliers to make improvements, retailers may need to make a commitment to them
over a reasonable length of time, subject to the usual commercial considerations.

●

Your negotiations with suppliers should take account of the costs of observing the Base
Code.

●

Recognise the vulnerability of homeworkers and ensure that this is communicated to your
buying and sourcing departments when they are pricing and forecasting. Buying teams
should be made aware of how their buying decisions, especially related to price and lead
times, affect homeworkers’ conditions. There should be close coordination between buyers
and compliance teams.

●

Homeworkers’ piece-rate payments should be made explicit to them and should be
documented by whoever provides their work. Use such documentation to ensure that piece
rates are compatible with the Base Code standards on wages.

●

Ensure that suppliers use a robust technique, such as General Sewing Data20 (GSD), to verify
that prices paid to homeworkers are compatible with the Base Code. Tool F Guidance on
how to set piece-rates and Tool G List of consultants / companies qualified to conduct
time and motion studies to establish fair piece rate provide information on this.

●

Homeworkers’ piece-rate payments should be made explicit to them and should be
documented by whoever provides their work. Use such documentation to ensure that piece
rates are compatible with the Base Code standards on wages.

20 General Sewing Data is a system developed specifically for machine sewing of garments that enables an accurate evaluation
to be made of the time required to perform a specific task or operation. Mor e details on this system can be obtained from
http://elyon.com/
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●

Strive to direct orders towards and otherwise support suppliers meeting or seeking to attain
the Base Code standards for homeworkers. For example, continue trading with suppliers
who are in breach of the code pr ovided they agree to make improvements over a
reasonable period.

●

Review your lead-times. In order to reduce excessive working hours, buyers should avoid
placing unreasonable deadlines for orders.

4

There is more information on purchasing practices and the effects on implementation of the Base
Code in Tool J in the Toolkit.

4.9 Set up a system of internal review
An internal review system will help monitor progress. The review might involve asking a list of
questions such as:
●

Has your company distributed these guidelines to all suppliers likely to have homeworkers in
their chain?

●

Does your company have a policy on sourcing from homeworkers to distribute to suppliers?

●

Can your company help suppliers with resources, expertise or advice?

●

Are buyers informed about the situation facing homeworkers and suppliers? Are they
aware of the price implications of suppliers who are committed to improving homeworkers’
working conditions? Are they aware of the public relations implications of buying from
homeworkers with poor working conditions?

4.10 Current practice: case studies
Case study: Retailer A’s policy
●

Prices paid to suppliers should be sufficient to allow them to meet the ETI Base
Code.

●

Where suppliers are found to be in breach of the ETI Base Code but are committed
to improving supply chain conditions the company will try to maintain orders during
the normal life of a tender, or two years minimum.

●

The company will not change suppliers on the grounds of a cost increase necessary
to meet the ETI Base Code.

Case study: Company B
This company met part of the cost of complying with the ETI Base Code with homeworkers.
It also gave advice on work organisation (shortening the homeworker supply chain),
training and efficiency measures to help improve both productivity and homeworkers’
conditions without increasing product price.
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Good practice: Freedom of association
ETI Base Code 2 requires retailers to recognise homeworkers’ rights to join organisations
and trade unions of their own choosing, to participate in the activities of such organisations
and to engage in collective bargaining. Some retailers and suppliers go further than this,
engaging in more proactive promotion of freedom of association by distributing
information to homeworkers on organisations and trade unions active in the
representation, organisation and support of homeworkers in the respective country / area.
Retail Company C
Retail Company C has an overseas supplier who had previously tried to address the issue of
homeworking by centralising production and bringing homeworkers in-house. However,
this approach was unsuccessful as homeworkers were either unable or unwilling to work
outside the home. Other suppliers have started their own auditing of subcontracting units,
including the use of photographs to indicate physical conditions in homework production
units where homeworkers are already working in groups of their own volition.
Retail Company D
Retail Company D has integrated homework issues into their ethical trade strategy and has
undertaken a variety of activities in line with this strategy. These have included recruiting
appropriately-skilled ethical trade staff able to engage with and advise suppliers on
homeworking. They have also created a one-page self-assessment tool that suppliers are
required to complete for their first/second-tier subcontractors.
Their supplier conferences also have explicitly addressed the issues. A workshop for small
groups of suppliers was particularly effective, by presenting them with case studies to
tackle. This encouraged suppliers to share experiences, debate corrective actions and
consider the impacts of different actions. Some suppliers have taken impressive steps, such
as investing in their subcontractors or providing incentives for subcontractors who make the
most progress towards agreed targets.
Retail Company E
This non-member’s initial approach was to get agents on board, where relevant, since
suppliers usually took their cue for action from agents. They also used peer educators,
asking one supplier to explain their experience to others. They presented the long-term
advantages of investing in human capital and quality right down the supply chain and
ensured that suppliers were able to contribute their own knowledge on the subject in a
constructive way.
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What suppliers can do
Suppliers, including exporters, co-operatives, contractors and subcontractors
are likely to be in the front line of implementing these guidelines. The following
principles and guidance set out the responsibilities of suppliers buying from
homeworkers, either directly or through contractors or subcontractors.

5.1 Make a commitment and inform all
concerned
The first step is to confirm the company’s acceptance of the role of homeworkers within the supply
chain and its responsibility towards them. It must be clearly acknowledged that the presence of
intermediaries and/or subcontracting in supply chains involving homeworkers does not remove the
responsibility on suppliers to ensure good working conditions for homeworkers. Your commitment
should be communicated to all actors (contractors, subcontractors and so on) in your supply
chains. In particular, inform supply chain actors that homeworking is acceptable to retailers,
provided that supply chain actors commit to ensuring good working conditions for homeworkers.
(For more detail on what good working conditions for homeworkers means, see the interpretation
section of Tool C, the application framework)
Your supply chain actors should also be informed that the presence of homeworkers in supply
chains will not lead to the relocation of work or cancellation of orders. A formal company policy or
locally-appropriate mechanisms (for example regular verbal briefings) could be used to explain this
commitment. An example of a model homeworker policy has been included as Tool A in the
Toolkit (see page 50).

5.2 Map the current situation of your contractors
and/or subcontractors and homeworkers
The next critical step is mapping your supply base to understand where homeworking occurs
within it. This is a crucial first step in putting together an action plan for implementing the ETI Base
Code with homeworkers. Our extensive consultation with homeworkers in India for these
guidelines indicated that, where suppliers lack a full understanding of the supply chains beneath
them, any action to improve homeworkers’ conditions may prove counter-productive, even
damaging to the livelihoods of homeworkers.
For mapping, look at your own systems and institute a system of records. Assess what you already
know about the subcontractors and/or homeworkers who supply you. Start by recording who your
subcontractors and/or homeworkers are, gathering some basic information on them and setting up
a database. This is an essential first step in ensuring traceability for your clients. Please refer to Tool
B of the Toolkit for help in mapping your supply base.
In supply chains that are multi-tiered and more complex, a progressive mapping of contractors and
subcontractors could be attempted. You could start identifying those contractors who work
directly with homeworkers or those who use only one or two more subcontractors or those with
whom you have long-term relationships.
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5.3 Find out more about homeworkers
You may also wish to assess homeworkers’ own priorities before considering how to implement
the ETI Base Code to enable these priorities to influence your choice of actions. Tool E,
researching homeworkers’ conditions provides a framework for conducting structured interviews
and focus group discussion with homeworkers to gain first-hand information about their
conditions and priorities. It has been used successfully in India to assess problems faced by and key
priorities of homeworkers. Conducting such research will also help you to establish which areas of
the guidelines are alr eady in place and which are missing. For example, your homeworkers may
already have had health and safety training but may not be keeping records of payments received.
You may want to produce a report on which areas of the Base Code are or are not covered.

5.4 Use the mapping results to decide where to
start
Once you have carried out a mapping exercise and done some r esearch, the results will help you to
take decisions about wher e to start with implementation of the guidelines. For example, you may
decide to begin implementing actions with homeworkers where:
●

you have simpler supply chains (fewer contractors between your company and
homeworkers);

●

the largest number of homeworkers are concentrated, or;

●

where mapping reveals that the supply chains of several contractors lead back to a group of
homeworkers in the same area.

You decide where to set the parameters for starting work. This will obviously need to be in
consultation with retailers and your contractors.

5.3.1

Assess your resources

Befor e you go further, it is helpful to take stock of the resources available to achieve your goal.
Who is curr ently responsible for managing your homeworkers? What resources do you currently
use to manage your supply from them? Do you have records for them? What resources will you
need in or der to manage your homeworkers? Funds? Expertise? Technology? Human resources
might be your starting point. Consider setting up a homeworker team or officer to handle all
issues to do with homeworkers, including staff on the gr ound to manage your relationship and
supply.

5.5 Dialogue and consultation
Set up communication channels and provide materials for supply chain players. Once you have
decided on the area of your supply chain in which you will begin implementing the guidelines,
discuss your relationship with your subcontractors and/or homeworkers and how to make progress
together. Consider what methods you currently use to communicate with subcontractors and/or
homeworkers, for example on quality or health and safety. Could you use existing quality checking
systems to monitor conditions of homeworkers and drive improvements? Have you explained to
subcontractors and/or homeworkers the incentives for engaging with you on these issues?
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5.6 Using the application framework
Your discussions with retailers and contractors about what actions to undertake should focus on
those recommended for implementing the ETI Base Code as set out in the Toolkit, Tool C, the
application framework (page 59). Review these actions with other supply chain actors to decide
which should be taken up first in light of resources and priorities. Please note that implementation
is best planned in a phased manner - not all actions in the application framework need to be
attempted at once. Please refer to Tool C for more details.
Once you have identified priority actions, together with homeworkers, subcontractors, contractors,
and r etailers, you should then agree:
●

areas of responsibility; and

●

a plan for necessary implementation steps.

Establish what advice and support contractors will need and a timetable for working through
issues together as part of any broader progressive improvement plan. Some areas may be easy to
improve on with little cost. Others will take time, sensitivity and support to achieve. Reassure
contractors that you understand this and allow r ealistic timeframes for improvements. Explore the
option of commitment to a commercial r elationship for a reasonable period of time.
Some actions in the application framework need collaborative action and where this is agreed:
●

identify stakeholders such as other suppliers (with common sourcing locations, common
processes, common interests), NGOs, local groups, trade unions, government agencies;

●

initiate a working group for discussion and actions on the guidelines or join such a group
where it already exists;

●

develop an action plan based on the application table found in Tool C.

5.7 Transparency and cost
It is important to recognise that the gap between workers’ terms and conditions and the ETI Base
Code may be so great that improvements necessary for meeting the Base Code will increase the
product cost beyond what can be absorbed by suppliers. Costs may therefore need to be shared
with retailers. The issue of costs should be addr essed jointly by retailers and suppliers to ensure
continued progress on the implementation of the guidelines. The following ar e important principles
that suppliers should comply with to enable them to implement the guidelines and work effectively
in partnership with retailers to improve labour conditions of homeworkers:
●

The cost of managing homeworkers should be factored into the product price by the
supplier and the retailer. It is vital that you quote prices to the retailer which enable you to
comply with the guidelines. It is equally important for the retailer to take into account the
costs of observing the Code in their negotiations with you.

●

Your negotiations with retailers need to take into account the costs of homeworkers and the
reasons for which they are being used. Provide a detailed cost breakdown, including such
things as raw materials, packaging, distribution, labour and so on.

●

Obviously you will want to control cost increases and retain competitiveness. You might
want to consider, for example, reviewing production efficiencies, time and motion studies,
automation and such like.
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What trade unions and nongovernmental organisations
can do
Trade unions and non-governmental organisations have valuable roles to
play in organising and representing homeworkers and raising awareness
of their rights. This chapter has been provided for both types of
organisation, reflecting trade unions’ and NGOs’ joint role in organising
homeworkers, as well as the distinctive but complementary roles that both
can play to further recognition of homeworkers’ labour rights.

6.1 Basic principles
Trade unions and NGOs should seek to work closely to explore appropriate and creative ways to
organise and represent homeworkers, and raise awareness of their rights recognising their
complementary roles and areas of expertise. It may well be that unions could focus on organising
activities (which is their core competence) and NGOs focus on development activities.
A first priority is to seek effective ways to involve the homeworkers themselves in determining the
priorities for Code implementation and monitoring pr ogress where companies are applying these
guidelines. This needs to be done with sensitivity. If homeworkers’ livelihoods are to be protected,
close attention needs to be paid to the power r elations operating between different actors and
also the economics of production within the supply chain. To date there are few positive examples
of situations where dependent homeworkers have been able to secure significant improvements in
their working conditions without jeopardising their work. It is important to proceed with caution
and to ensure that the homeworkers themselves take a leading role in the decision-making (and
risk-taking) process.
There are different ways to initiate and support this process. Some homeworkers may already be
members of a trade union, while others may participate in local membership organisations such as
savings groups, women’s co-operatives or community associations. Where appropriate grass roots
organisations do not exist, outreach work will be needed to make contact with homeworkers and
gain their trust. If they have sufficient resour ces, local NGOs and trade unions can play an
important role in developing this work.
If this is to be effective the outreach workers will need a flexible, worker-oriented approach.
Homeworkers may be geographically scattered, isolated and afraid of losing their work. They often
have little knowledge of their labour rights and may be unable either to speak the majority
language of the country/state they live in or to r ead and write. The majority of homeworkers are
women and this may mean that women outreach workers will be more effective.
Once trust has been established homeworkers are likely to need training and support in the
following areas:
●

developing skills in leadership, empowerment and group work;

●

awareness of their rights as workers and of the requirements of the ETI Base Code;
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understanding their position within the supply chain;

●

encouraging them to join existing trade unions or homeworkers’ organisations or form and
sustain their own;

●

identifying their priorities for change;

●

negotiating possible changes with those who supply them with work.

6

6.2 Organising homeworkers
This section is written for trade unions, NGOs and other organisations in a position to support the
organisation of homeworkers. It summarises some inter national experiences of organising
homeworkers. Strategies that have proved successful in reaching and organising homeworkers
have typically involved a combination of the action points set out below.
Despite differences in economic and social context, homeworkers around the world share many
common problems. Homeworkers may be dispersed and, especially in the UK and Europe, isolated
from each other. Organising a scattered workforce is clearly a challenge. An important barrier to
the organisation of homeworkers stems from the fact that they are not in a position to bargain.
Homeworkers who stand up for their rights run the risk that orders will be switched to other
workers not making demands. One such example is the case of beedi workers in India where
contractors shifted the work from Kerala and Maharashtra to Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh when
homeworkers in the former areas began organising. The fear of losing work is widespread among
homeworkers. This very real risk is a major reason why homeworkers are reluctant to come
together to improve their conditions.

6.2.1

Why is organising homeworkers important?

Homeworkers are part of many global chains of production of UK retailers. The ETI Base Code
states that all workers should enjoy freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining.
Homeworkers, no less than other workers, need to be organised in or der to achieve good terms
and conditions of employment. Homeworkers should be seen an intrinsic part of the workforce
entitled to receive equal treatment to workers in farms, workshops and factories. Homeworkers
should be treated as workers and not as if they were small businesses or subcontractors.

6.2.2

Approaches - what unions have learned

Unions need to address and adapt to the needs of informal workers, which are different from
other workers, and organising strategies must reflect this. The challenges include locating
homeworkers and understanding the informal networks of contracting and homeworking. The
systems and ways of organising developed for those who work in factories or other workplaces
may not be appropriate for homeworkers and other informal workers. Unions have to learn new
methods of organising workers, such as through community-based meetings and working with the
formal or informal networks which exist among such workers. Given the complicated natur e of
production chains, trade unions should build alliances with others who may have contacts with
homeworkers, or other informal workers, and recognise any associations or groups developed
among them, as well as trade unions.
A starting point for organising homeworkers is information about the chain of production. In
many cases, the chain is complicated and homeworking may be one part of informal production
which also takes place in workshops. In many cases, the chain crosses national boundaries.
Understanding and mapping the chain of production is useful in making homeworkers visible to
union organisers in factories and for informing and educating homeworkers and others about their
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part in the chain and the value of their work. The mapping exercise also makes clearer to
homeworkers the channels they can use to communicate collectively with their agents and
managers.
In the informal sector, there is often a need to provide social protection services (such as microinsurance, health car e, access to markets, schemes for training and welfare) as well as negotiating
with particular employers. Currently trade unions have played less of a role in providing or
advocating such services. However, if unions are to successfully organise in the home-based sector,
they need to examine the role they could play here. Further, the approach should be to organise
'for' providing benefits (related to health care, credit, training, social insurance) rather than
organising 'against' an employer.
Trade unions also tend to be male dominated, which can limit communication with, and access to,
women workers, who constitute a large part of the home-based workforce. There is therefore a
need for trade unions to promote a cadre of women organisers.

Case study: Madeira’s SIBBTA union
On the island of Madeira, the embroidery workers union, Sindicato Dos Trabalhadores da
Industria Bordadoros, Tapecarias, Texteis e Artensanato (SIBTTA) has demonstrated what
effective organisation of home-based workers can achieve. SIBTTA’s efforts have contributed
significantly to winning government recognition for home-based workers who now have
the same rights to health benefits and maternity benefits, unemployment insurance and
retirement pensions as workers in the formal economy.
The union of embroidery workers was founded in 1937 and began recruiting homeworkers
in the 1970s. A first important victory came in 1979 when legal reform enabled
homeworkers to receive pension and sickness benefits. In 1987, home-based workers won
the right to a family allowance, and in 1997, the legal right to unemployment benefit. In
1999, following a long campaign led by SIBTTA, women workers won the right to retire
early with a pension. The union has participated actively in regulating homeworking
conditions by negotiating, on a yearly basis, an updating of the ’point tables’, new payment
regimes (monthly payment of bonuses that had previously been paid once yearly), other
working conditions and social security.

NGOs and unions may also wish to consider promoting co-operatives of home-based workers.
Some NGOs have experience of this and could be consulted about approaches. The intermediate
stage for this could be self-help groups which could help build the capacity of homeworkers to
form and manage their own organisations, handle savings and loan activities and learn about
banking procedures and building links with government schemes. Co-operatives can help workers
to procure work more effectively; access raw materials more easily; undertake more effective
marketing and deal directly with companies.
There is no quick fix or single technique that will work to organise home-based and informal
workers and a variety of creative and flexible techniques ar e required.
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The experience of homeworkers’ organisations and unions on the ETI Homeworking Group
suggests that successful approaches:
●

begin from understanding the actual situation of homeworkers and what their needs/
grievances are;

●

build the confidence and power of homeworkers, who have been disregarded and invisible
(they may not consider themselves to be ‘workers’) as well as exploited;

●

have a long-term strategy which offers some improvements along the way and addresses
both work and other needs of homeworkers, such as childcare, access to education for their
children, access to credit and savings, health care and social security benefits;

●

work at several levels, organising at the grassroots and community level and campaigning at
a national level;

●

actively involve homeworkers in the organising work from the beginning and encourage
them to maintain and develop their involvement;

●

assess the risk of loss of work together with homeworkers. Failed campaigns will have a
negative impact on homeworkers involved and serve as a bad example for others. What
strategies could be used to mitigate such risks (for example diversifying production,
accessing other supply chains, commitments from companies in the supply chain);

●

make training available to homeworkers - awareness-raising, language skills and practical
forms of personal development, leadership and organising skills.

Unions should also consider:
●

organising training for union representatives, activists and officials about homeworkers and
the issues facing them;

●

reviewing union practices. Might they form a barrier to organising and representing
homeworkers?

●

addressing the conditions of homeworkers in collective bargaining agreements;

●

finding ways to inform contractors and subcontractors about homeworkers’ rights.

6.2.3

Contacting homeworkers

Since the majority of homeworkers ar e women, often from minority or indigenous communities, it
is crucial that appropriate organisers ar e involved/employed with suitable backgrounds and
language skills and so on. These organisers should preferably be from the same community of
homeworkers or be familiar with the community. The following ways have been used to contact
homeworkers:
●

mapping the supply chain. Enrol the support of companies that employ homeworkers
directly and indirectly to map homeworkers’ presence in the supply chain (geographical
areas, sectors and so on);

●

distributing information down the supply chain to homeworkers about their rights;

●

holding open meetings/workshops for homeworkers at locations which are accessible to
them (for example the Madeira Embroiderers’ Union held meetings at schools);

●

using networks that homeworkers are likely to belong to (such as crèches, community and
faith organisations);

●

conducting home visits to workers;

●

establishing telephone hotlines for homeworkers to contact union or organisational
representatives;
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educating contractors and subcontractors, as employers, on the labour rights of
homeworkers.

●

6.2.4

Working in partnership

It is recognised that direct partnerships between NGOs and trade unions may be difficult because
of issues related to membership. However, for the reasons noted above, trade unions need to build
alliances with others who may have contacts with homeworkers and recognise any associations or
groups developed among them. Homeworkers’ organisations and NGOs should work in close
partnership with unions. In certain countries local organising has been done by groups other than
unions, sometimes with union support. Individual strategy gover ning co-operation between unions
and NGOs will depend on local context and relations, but the closer the integration between
unions, homeworkers’ organisations and NGOs, the more successful will be the organising strategy.
Unions, NGOs and homeworkers’ associations should consider working with companies that have
homeworkers in their supply chains, to collect and share information on the extent of
homeworking (sectors and geographical areas), and about how the supply chain operates,
including supplier companies and intermediaries/agents. Companies in the supply chain
implementing ethical codes can be important allies, by facilitating access to and communication
with homeworkers, and adding their voices to strengthening the rights of homeworkers.
Links with consumer groups can be effective as information about where products are sold and at
what prices can help increase homeworkers’ bargaining power. Links with and support from
unions in countries where retailers are based may afford some level of protection for homeworkers
who are seeking to organise within the companies’ supply chains.

6.2.5

Sustainability

Organising homeworkers is resource intensive and sources of outside funding will generally be
needed. Unions have not succeeded in recruiting the large numbers of homeworkers (with the
exception of homeworkers employed by a unionised factory) needed to finance activities through
subscriptions. Even where homeworkers are recruited, the combination of poverty and precarious
employment means that drop-out rates may be high. Unions have largely subsidised their work
with homeworkers, seeing their role as representing and speaking for the entire workforce,
including homeworkers, and also as a means of protecting the conditions of their factory-based
members21.
It has usually taken between three and five years to establish self-sustaining homeworkers’
organisations. NGOs and local authorities may be able to provide resources (or in the case of
NGOs, fundraise); the impact on poverty and local economic development of improving
homeworkers’ conditions are strong arguments for funding such programmes. Ethical companies
may be able to provide pooled resources for programmes with homeworkers, which could be
managed by a tripartite local group and financed through a levy on sales or exports.

Case study: A joint approach to funding
Retail company F financed programmes of work with informal workers in coir processing in
India by setting up a rotating loan fund with the help of a local NGO, IRFT. After around
five years this fund was self-sustaining.

21

One exception is in Australia, where unions have cross-subsidised their work with homeworkers from legal fees of successful cases
of homeworkers at industrial tribunals
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Some ideas for sustaining the organisation of homeworkers:
●

involve homeworkers in organising and setting priorities for campaigns;

●

offer homeworkers opportunities to interact with each other through social events, support
centres, exchange programmes;

●

ensure that involvement brings benefits to homeworkers (immediate easy ‘wins’ in
conditions; offering periodic legal/advice clinics and camps);

●

provide training and capacity building for homeworkers and their leaders on rights,
leadership skills and language skills;

●

promote self-help groups to give homeworkers access to credit, transport, social security and
other services. Some unions have embarked on income-generating schemes to support
organising activities.

Sources of further information about organising workers are listed at the end of this
chapter.

6.3 How UK trade unions can assist
Through their relationship with inter national trade unions, and trade union federations, unions can
play a key role in driving up the quality of working life for homeworkers in both the developed and
developing world. This section sets out the role that UK trade unions can play in implementing
these guidelines at a regional, national and international level.

6.3.1

Sustainability

Key objectives:
●

Raise awareness of these guidelines at a local and regional level

●

Develop links between groups of homeworkers and local/regional unions.

Action points:
●

The guidelines and supporting material should be circulated to local/regional unions via TUC
Regional Councils. In addition regional employers’ organisations, such as the CBI and FSB
should be encouraged to circulate this information to employers at a regional level.

●

TUC Regional Councils should work with the National Group on Homeworking (NGH),
Oxfam and ETI to host regional awareness-raising events aimed at union officers and
organisers.

●

Regional TUCs should continue to develop the Made at home: rights and respect for UK
homeworkers’ campaign launched in May 2004 by the TUC, Oxfam and the NGH.

●

Regional unions/TUC should ask Regional Development Agencies in key regions to map
homeworking and assess, for example:

●

●

The role of homeworking in the regional economy

●

The skills and training development needs of homeworkers

●

The changing nature of homeworking.

The TUC education service should offer training support for groups of homeworkers on
issues such as employment rights, health and safety, and organising, linking into the
local/regional work of the NGH.
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TUC/union learning services teams should be encouraged to develop joint projects with
homeworkers’ groups, employers and regional agencies, to secure access to new learning
and skills opportunities for homeworkers in areas such as skills for life and information
technology.

6.3.1

National level

Key objectives:
●

Raise awareness of these guidelines within unions at a national level;

●

Place homeworking on the collective bargaining agenda where relevant;

●

Support union efforts to organise, recruit and represent homeworkers.

Action points:
●

Unions should host regular (annual) briefings on homeworking for national union officers
and organisers.

●

The TUC should circulate these guidelines to key manufacturing and retail unions, along
with accompanying guidance.

●

The TUC should develop a collective bargaining guide on homeworking.

●

The TUC should build awareness of homeworking issues into key training and development
programmes, such as the Organising Academy.

●

Unions should continue to push government for positive employment status reforms.

●

Unions should continue to develop joint campaign activity and awareness-raising work with
the NGH and Oxfam.

6.3.3

International level

Unions should consider the following in co-operation with homeworkers’ organisations and
networks, where they exist.
Key objectives:
●

Raise awareness of homeworking issues with UK-based retailers and suppliers;

●

Provide practical support for union efforts to support and organise homeworkers in the
developing world.

Action points:
●

Unions should ask key retailers and suppliers to map their supply chains and ensure that
they apply these guidelines.

●

Working through Inter national Trade Secretariats, ILO, ICFTU and the like, unions should
explore the potential for practical, bilateral capacity-building projects.

6.4 Information and campaigns
NGOs, homeworkers’ organisations and trade unions can be very ef fective in raising awareness of
issues both among the public and among homeworkers themselves. Successful information
campaigns have often integrated two objectives of winning public opinion in favour of better
conditions for homeworkers with attempts to inform homeworkers about their rights.
Campaigning has to be done with caution however, as it can backfire and jeopardise
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homeworkers’ livelihoods. Information campaigns must take account of the level of literacy among
homeworkers and the languages of any communities from which they are recruited.
NGOs, homeworkers’ organisations and unions should consider:
●

distributing information leaflets to homeworkers on their rights, the role of trade unions/
homeworker organisations/NGOs and the existence of these guidelines using the supply
chain, local networks and door-to-door;

●

raising consumer awareness of the working conditions of homeworkers by means of
published material and media work (radio, press, TV), including the minority community
media where appropriate (for example in the UK the TUC/NGH campaign used Asian radio
networks);

●

a dedicated phone/hotline through which homeworkers can make direct contact;

●

developing channels for the communication of information to home workers on a
sustainable long-term basis;

●

producing a worker-friendly guide (and other training materials) for homeworkers involved
when companies implement these guidelines. This needs to be illustrated and written in
accessible language so that it can be translated into local languages;

●

campaigning for better employment conditions for homeworkers; for their ethical treatment
by retailers and suppliers and for effective enforcement of employment rights for
homeworkers.

6.5 Co-operatives, Fair Trade markets and policy
development
Some NGOs play a different role within the supply chain in that they are directly involved in
organising homeworkers into co-operatives and associations, and provide training to develop their
business capacities and to access Fair Trade markets. These NGOs should also encourage
homeworkers’ groups to engage with commercial buyers and particularly with ethical retailers, as
one way to diversify their markets, although care is also needed to ensure that homeworkers’
livelihoods and working conditions are not jeopardised as a result.
NGOs and homeworkers’ associations can also play a role in training and policy development:
●

providing training for retailers and suppliers enabling them to better understand
homeworkers’ situation and priorities;

●

helping trade unions to develop appropriate policies and training materials to raise their
awareness of the needs of homeworkers;

●

developing strategies for increasing transparency and accountability within supply chains, to
ensure that all actors make the necessary changes to facilitate code implementation and to
demonstrate that these measures do indeed result in concrete improvements in the
homeworkers’ situation;

●

facilitating discussions between suppliers, subcontractors and homeworkers’ organisations as
they develop plans for improving homeworkers’ working conditions, to meet Code
requirements;

●

exploring participative methodologies that would actively involve homeworkers’
organisations in monitoring;
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initiating regional or national level networks or link up with these networks where they
exist.

Ultimately unions, NGOs and homeworkers’ organisations should aim to hold retailers and
suppliers accountable if homeworkers’ livelihoods ar e adversely affected as a result of code
implementation.

Further information
The following are useful sources of information on organising homeworkers.
HomeNet (1999) New ways of organising: four case studies of trade union activity. HomeNet
study pack.
HomeNet (2003) Organising for rights. HomeNet newsletter, No 19, Spring 2003
Trades Union Congress (2004) Organising homeworkers in the UK: learning from international
experience. London, TUC.
Homeworkers Worldwide - The UK centre for the international movement of trade unions,
NGOs and homeworkers’ organisations and others supporting work with home-based workers.
30-38 Dock Street, Leeds, LS10 1JF.
HomeNet South Asia - regional network of homeworker organisations and supporters covering
Bangladesh, India, Nepal and Pakistan. http://www.homenetsouthasia.org/
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Toolkit
What it is and how to use it
This section of the guidelines aims to provide a comprehensive Toolkit containing practical
documents to assist implementation of the recommendations in the guidelines. For ease of use, the
first five tools (Tools A - E) are intended for use in chronological order and follow the order of
recommendations set out in chapters 4 - 6. Tools F- J aim to support implementation of more specific
actions set out in chapters 4 - 6 and the application framework. The use of these will depend on
whether retailers and suppliers prioritise the specific actions they refer to.

The Toolkit contains:
Tool A is a model policy for use by retailers / suppliers to communicate the acceptance of homeworking
within their supply chains. Communication of this message is a crucial first step as described in chapter
4 on What retailers can do.
Tool B is for mapping the presence of homeworking in supply chains. As noted throughout the
guidelines, mapping chains containing homeworkers and understanding the roles played by different
actors in the supply chain is a prerequisite to taking action for improving labour conditions with this
group. The tools for mapping include: B1 a sample questionnaire for sending to suppliers to elicit the
information retailers and brands need to form a picture of homeworkers in their chains; B2 a ‘model’
completed sample questionnaire containing information from fictitious supplier ‘India Exports’. This
has been included to give retailers / brands a picture of the kind of information they are likely to receive.
B3 is a sample map which has been drawn up to demonstrate an easy pictorial way to plot information
received from supplier questionnaires; B4 is an alternative supplier questionnaire on homeworking and
provides an alternative format for sending to suppliers to elicit information on homeworking, while B5
is a supplementary questionnaire for suppliers which provides a further resource for gathering this
information.
Tool C is the application framework. This is central to the implementation of the recommendations
found in chapters 4 - 6. This contains interpretation of each ETI Base Code clause in the homeworking
context, plus actions and indicators which can be used to implement and verify Base Code provisions
with homeworkers. The framework is organised in sections containing actions for each supply chain
actor, namely retailers, suppliers and contractors, NGOs and TUs. It also contains actions for a multistakeholder group where actions are set out for corporate and non-profit organisations who wish to work
together to increase the impact of their work and have industry- or sector-wide effect (see section 3.4
for more detail of this approach).
Tools D and E are for researching conditions and priorities with homeworkers themselves. These
include Tool D, questions for homeworkers, designed for use with homeworkers in a developed
economy where more formal systems may exist and workers’ awareness of conditions and rights may
be greater. Tool E is for conducting focus group discussions with homeworkers which enables workers
themselves to identify their priority issues and is designed for use in a developing country context. The
order in which retailers and suppliers use the application framework and Tools D and E for researching
conditions with homeworkers themselves may vary according to the strategy agreed between retailers
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and suppliers. Some may wish to use the application table to identify priority actions for
implementation, according to the resources they have available. In this case, research with
homeworkers would need to focus on prioritising those actions or Base Code provisions that retailers
and suppliers know they have the practical resources to address. Other retailers and suppliers may prefer
to conduct research first with homeworkers themselves and use the results to prioritise their actions
from the application table.
These tools are then followed by additional resources to support some of the actions set out in the
application framework. These are as follows:
Tool F offers guidance on how to set piece rates.
Tool G provides a list of UK consultants / UK companies qualified to conduct time and motion studies
to establish fair piece rates.
Tool H is a logbook for use by homeworkers.
Tool I gives details of the SEWA Insurance Fund in India, an example of the kinds of coverage and
amounts payable to workers through the insurance fund described in section 2.9. This may help
companies, trade unions or NGOs who wish to establish such a fund.
Tool J outlines the possible conflict between buying practices and efforts to improve labour conditions
further down the supply chain. It contains recommendations for retailers, suppliers, and contractors
prepared to examine these practices to look for ways to resolve any such conflict where found.
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Model policy for use by retailers and suppliers on
homeworking
As the chapters for retailers and suppliers explained, the first step in improving labour conditions
with homeworkers is to communicate both your company’s acceptance of homeworking and your
commitment to ensuring that homeworkers’ conditions meet those of the ETI Base Code. This model
policy is intended to communicate your company’s position on homeworking both internally as well
as to external suppliers and clients.

1 The background
Company X is a member of the Ethical Trading Initiative [delete if not applicable] and is committed to
improving working standards in its supply chains through the application of international labour standards.
This includes a commitment to improving standards in those parts of the supply chain which are the most
difficult to reach.
Historically, the lack of visibility of homeworkers in supply chains, combined with their complicated
employment status in many countries, has made them a vulnerable group of workers. Many homeworkers
have been underpaid and unsafe. We believe that one of the first steps towards reducing the vulnerability
of these workers is to take an open and positive position towards homeworking. By reacting negatively to
instances of homeworkers in our supply chain, there is a danger of:
●

sending homeworkers underground and thus preventing any progress on improving their labour
conditions;

●

triggering unintended consequences whereby workers could have their sole means of income
removed.

2 Our position
2.1 Acceptance of homeworking
Company X believes that homeworking can be critical to its supply chain and openly accepts the
presence of homework within these. Homeworkers can often provide us with the flexibility to cope with
rapidly changing volumes of production. Homeworkers may also produce specialist components which
cannot be made by machinery or small quantities of intricate or high-quality items.
From the perspective of homeworkers, the option to work from home can offer a degree of flexibility not
met by traditional site-based work. Homeworkers frequently cite the advantages off-site working offers in
enabling paid work to be balanced with domestic and family responsibilities.

2.2 Commitment to improving homeworkers’ conditions
Concurrently, however, we also acknowledge that labour conditions enjoyed by homeworkers may not
meet those set out in international labour standards / the ETI Base Code* [delete as appropriate]. We are
therefore committed to taking action, together with our suppliers, to improving these conditions. The first
step in such action, we believe, is to make our position on homeworking clear.
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3 Defining ‘homework’
Our definition of homework is based upon the ILO definition (1996, C177, Article 1) which states:
(a) the term homework means work carried out by a person, to be referred to as a homeworker,
(1) in his or her home or in other premises of his or her choice, other than the workplace of the
employer;
(2) for remuneration;
(3) which results in a product or service as specified by the employer, irrespective of who
provides the equipment, materials or other inputs used, unless this person has the degree of
autonomy and of economic independence necessary to be considered an independent worker
under national laws, regulations or court decisions;
(b) persons with employee status do not become homeworkers within the meaning of this Convention
simply by occasionally performing their work as employees at home, rather than at their usual
workplaces;
(c) the term employer means a person, natural or legal, who, either directly or through an
intermediary, whether or not intermediaries are provided for in national legislation, gives out
home work in pursuance of his or her business activity.

4 Our commitment under this policy
We acknowledge that improving labour conditions for homeworkers is a complex issue. Under this
homeworker policy we commit:
●

to communicate our position on homeworking throughout our company, to those who supply to
us, and those we supply to;

●

to ensure that the presence of homeworkers in the supply chain will not lead to the relocation of
work or cancellation of orders;

●

to work with our suppliers for the sustainable improvement of labour conditions with
homeworkers in our supply chains. We will aim to do this by following the guidance set out in the
ETI Homeworker Guidelines.

5 Our suppliers’ commitments under this policy
We expect those we are sourcing from to:
●

adopt a shared policy of acceptance of homeworking and commitment to improving
homeworkers’ labour conditions where these do not meet those set out in international labour
standards / the ETI Base Code;

●

communicate this policy to all those in the supply chain below them, including homeworkers
themselves;

●

work with us to identify where homeworking occurs in the supply chains beneath them;

●

work with us to develop an action plan for improving labour conditions with homeworkers where
these are found to be below those set out in international labour standards / the ETI Base Code.
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6 The provisions, in summary, of the ETI Base Code, founded on
International Labour Organisation (ILO) Conventions, are:
1.

Employment is freely chosen

2.

Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining are respected

3.

Working conditions are safe and hygienic

4.

Child labour shall not be used

5.

Living wages are paid

6. Working hours are not excessive
7.

No discrimination is practised

8. Regular employment is provided
9. No harsh or inhumane treatment is allowed
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Sample mapping tools
These are tools for mapping the presence of homeworking in supply chains. As noted throughout the
guidelines, and in the retailer and supplier sections, mapping chains containing homeworkers and
understanding the roles played by different actors in the supply chain is a prerequisite to taking
action to improve labour conditions with this group.

The tools for mapping include:
B1 a sample questionnaire for sending to suppliers to elicit the information retailers and brands need
to form a picture of homeworkers in their chains;
B2 a ‘model’ completed sample questionnaire containing information from a fictitious supplier,
‘India Exports’. This has been included to give you a picture of the kind of information you are
likely to receive;
B3 a sample map shows an easy pictorial way to plot information received from supplier
questionnaires;
B4 an alternative supplier questionnaire on homeworking which provides another way to elicit
information on homeworking and may be more appropriate to capture information on the
conditions of homeworkers in a European context;
B5 a questionnaire for suppliers which provides a further resource for gathering this information.
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B1 Sample questionnaire for sending to suppliers

Background
Our company is in the process of mapping, for each supplier, what processes are subcontracted to
homeworkers and which are the key homeworker locations. This will help us understand the contribution
of homeworkers in our supply chains and also inform our company’s policy on homeworkers.

Definition of homeworkers
Homeworkers are those workers who work at their home or any other premises of their choice, other than
the workplace of the employer. They work for an employer, intermediary or subcontractor for a piece
rate, are not responsible for designing or marketing the product, but contribute their labour.

Information sought from each supplier
Q Name of supplier:
Q Are any of your production processes subcontracted to homeworkers?

Yes No

Q If yes, please list the production process and the details in the table below.

Produc tio n
proc ess

Contracto r name Subco ntrac to r
name

Sub subcontr actor
name

Hom ewor kers’
lo cation
(village/town)

Approx
numbe r of
HWs in location

If more subcontractors are used to contract out a particular production process to homeworkers, please
feel free to add more columns to the above table.

Thank you.
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B2 ‘Model’ completed sample questionnaire

Information sought from each supplier
Q Name of supplier:

india exports

Q Are any of your production processes subcontracted to homeworkers?

Yes No

Q If yes, please list the production process and the details in the table below.

Pro ductio n
process

embroidery

beading

Contractor nam e Subco ntracto r
name

Sub subcontractor
name

mansingh
traders

“

chand
company

sulieman
enterpises

prem
company

“

rehman
brothers

kumar &
sons

“
“

abdul
traders

H om ewor ker s’
lo cation
(village/town)

Approx
numb er of
HWs in location

seelumpur,
delhi

40

ber sarai,
meerut
harharpur,
barielly

200

jonpur,
bareilly

250

buddh vihar,

50

delhi
rehman
brothers
abdul traders

150

jonpur,
bareilly

250

harharpur,

150

barielly

If more subcontractors are used to contract out a particular production process to homeworkers, please
feel free to add more columns to the above table.

Thank you.
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B3 Sample map of a supply chain

India Exports
(Supplier)

Mansingh
(Contractor)

40 HWs
in Seelumpur,
Delhi

Sulieman
(Contractor)

Chand
(Subcontractor)

Prem
(Subcontractor)

200 HWs
in Ber Sarai,
Meerut

Abdul
(Sub-subcontractor)

Kumar
(Contractor)

Rehman
(Subcontractor)

50 HWs
in Buddh
Vihar, Delhi

250 HWs
in Jonpur,
Bareilly

150 HWs
in Harharpur,
Barielly
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B4 Alternative supplier questionnaire on homeworking
This is an alternative tool that can be used to send to suppliers to gather detail on homeworkers in
their supply chains and may be more appropriate to capture the conditions of homeworkers in a
European context.

Supp lier name
C ontact name, e-mail ad dress and phone numbe r
D o you use ho meworkers in your ope ration?
H ow many homeworkers do you use?
At w hat times of the year do you use them?
How are homeworkers made awar e of their em ployment
rights?
D o hom eworkers have written terms and conditions of
e ngagement?
H ow is informa tion g iven t o home work ers about their
freedom t o join a union?
Wha t steps do you take to preve nt accidents and injur y,
and to minimise hazards for homeworkers?
Wha t health and saf ety training do the homeworkers
rec eive?
D o you pr ovide equipment need ed to carry out the wo rk?
H ow is this maintaine d and check ed?
H ow do yo u ensure tha t you comply with legislation
relating to children and yo ung worke rs?
Are hom eworkers paid rates equi vale nt to (or greater than)
th e national minimum wa ge?
D oes the piece r ate take into account ALL the t asks
carried ou t,su ch as preparation ,p ack ing,unpac king etc?
If workers are paid by pi ece rate, has a time/motion stud y
b een carried out t o base it on? Wh en?
Do homework ers work mo re that 48 standard hour s and
12 h ours occasio nal overtime each wee k?
Ar e hom eworkers given th e same provision as facto ry
w orkers fo r paid h olidays, sic k pay, maternity r ights and
p ensions?
D o you tell homewo rkers what future orde rs they can
expect? If so, how?
Do the homewo rk ers have a confid ential c hannel for
comp laints? How does this work?
H as there been an y ethi cal auditing of your hom eworkers?
By w hom? When?
Ar e you interested in attending a workshop o n
h omeworking and what w ould you like to se e included?
Wha t prob lems could you fo resee in implementing the ETI
guide lines on h omework?
Do you have any othe r comments?
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B5 Questionnaire for suppliers on homeworking
This tool can also be used as an alternative questionnaire to send to suppliers to gather detail on
homeworkers in their supply chains.

Question

Reply

How many homewo rkers undertook work for you in
the last year? Descr ibe th e pro cesses they undertake
in re lation to products for [our c omp any].

Whe re do th e hom ewor kers live / work?

Do yo u have a poli cy relating t o ho meworkers?

Do any h omeworke rs belo ng to a tr ade union or othe r
co llective organisa tion?
How do you inform the homeworkers of th eir rights?
Has th e co mp any po licy, b een communic ated to
them?
Do w orkers earn at least the national minimum wage
pe r ho ur?
Do you keep a record of hours worked b y each
ho meworker and do hom eworkers keep a reco rd of
hours th ey have wo rked?
Do h omewo rkers ge t induction and t raining? Are th ey
invited to social events and updated with news?
Please give details.
Describe how quali ty mana gement and health and
safety mana gement t ake account of the h omew orking
syste m.
Are any changes planned to the homeworker syst em?

Completed by: ___________________________________________________________
for:________________________________ (name of company)

Date: __/__/____
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Application framework - applying the ETI Base Code in
the homeworker context
This table indicates what applying the ETI Base Code means in practice in the context of
homeworkers. It is a menu of actions for different players that can be applied across different
countries and supply chains. The second part of the framework takes principles on homework set
out by both the International Labour Organisation and the UK-based National Group on
Homeworking and again, sets action that different players can take to meet these principles.

How to use this table
All actions need not be taken at once. The actions need to be implemented in a phased manner after
consultation with supply chain players. Decisions on the priorities may depend on:
a) type of supply chain - simple or complex. In simple supply chains, more actions can be taken up
by individual suppliers. Where the supply chain is complex, it will be better to start with few
actions that can easily be implemented, in collaboration with identified stakeholders;
b) country context - the relative importance of particular Base Code provisions may vary across
countries. Therefore, actions could be prioritised according to the most urgent needs of
homeworkers in a particular country. For example, consultation with homeworkers in India
showed that the last Base Code item ‘no harsh and inhumane treatment is allowed’ was not
immediately relevant.
Priorities will differ in different contexts. National legislation or practice may mean that certain parts of
the ETI Base Code may be critical in the local context, while elsewhere they may not be a major
problem. In all cases, homeworkers and HW organisations should be consulted about their priorities for
implementing the Base Code.
Those actions identified as priorities by the Delhi Group have been highlighted in blue in the
application table.

Key to the application table
Column 1

Shows the labour standard to be applied from the ETI Base Code or ETI
Principles of Implementation, ILO or NGH principle.

Column 2

Shows the interpretation of that labour standard in the homeworker context.

Column 3

Shows actions to be taken by multi-stakeholder initiatives (MSI), a group
representing both the for-profit and not-for-profit sectors, and an approach
recommended throughout these guidelines. See section 3.4.1 for more detail
on MSIs.

Column 4

Shows actions to be taken by retailers, suppliers and contractors

Column 5

Shows actions to be taken by trade unions and non-governmental
organisations.

Column 6

Shows examples of indicators that can be used to verify that actions are being
taken and that these standards are being met.
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Abbreviations
ETI

Ethical Trading Initiative

HW/s

Homeworker/s.

H&S

Health and safety

ILO

International Labour Organisation

MSI

Multi-stakeholder initiative

NGH

National Group on Homeworking

NGO

Non-governmental organisation

R/S/C

Retailer / supplier / contractor

TU

Trade union
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Ho mewo rker s must not be
subjected to forced or
b onded la bo ur.

ETI Base Code 1

There is no forc ed,bond ed or
inv oluntary prison labour.

ETI Base Code 1.1

Em ployment is freely
chosen.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

ETI Base Code or
principle of
implementation

2 MSI to facilita te release
and rehabilitation of
bonded labour.

1 MSI to inform
appro pria te local
autho rities of cases of
b onded la bo ur and
follow up.

Actions for MSIs

1 Working with NGOs
and TUs, R/S/C t o ide ntify
cases of bonded la bo ur
and follow up .

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

6 NGOs/TUs organise a
hotlin e for re porting cases
of co ercio n and bo nde d
labo ur.

5 NGOs/TUs t o org anise
HWs to ensure no
recur re nce of coer cion or
force .

4 TUs to represent HWs’
cases to employer s where
no re medial actio n is taken.

3 NGOs/TUs t o ke ep an
o pen line of
co mmunicatio n with
retaile rs and suppliers on
bonded labour issues
ident ified in particular
areas.

2 NGOs/TUs to facilita te
release and re habilitation
of bonded labourers.

1 NGOs/TUs to inform
a ppropriate lo cal
autho rities of cases of
bonded labour and follow
up.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

5 Hot line available fo r
HWs to al er t all on issu es
of coe rcion or force.

4 HWs re po rt that the y
have not experien ced any
cases of fo rce or coe rcio n.

3 NGOs/TUs repo rt
issues of bonded labour
to retail ers and suppliers.

2 Records are kept of
bonded labourers found,
free d and rehabilitated.

1 An exercise to identify
bo nded labour has be en
conducted and a st rategy
regarding the same has
been developed and
documented.

Indicators for actions

Withholding wages (part
o r whole), delaying wa ges
o r fo rcing work ag ainst
d ebt will be co nsidere d as
br eaches of this provision.

Ho mewo rker involvement
in h ome wor king systems
must be on a vo luntary
basis.

ETI Base Code 1.2

Workers are not re quired to
lodge ’deposi ts’ or their
ident ity pape rs with th eir
employ er and are free to
leav e their e mployer after
reasonable notice

Interpretation in
homeworker context

ETI Base Code or
principle of
implementation
1 Local MSI to monitor
timely payment and
redr essing of grievances
a t ho meworke r level.

Actions for MSIs

3 Suppliers to institu te a
mo nitor ing system
e nabling rando m ch ecks
at HW level on issu es like
time liness of payment,
fo rced la bo ur etc.

2 R/S/C to develo p
systems and practices t o
e nsure HWs are not
req uired to lodge deposits
or ide ntity papers with the
supp lier or intermediary.

1 Contractors to ensure
timely payme nt of wa ges
and maintain written
reco rds.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)
1 Work with R/S/Cs to
assess wh ere HWs are
required to lodge deposits
or identity pa pers with the
supplie r or inter mediar y.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

4 HWs maintain
individual and/or group
reco rds of timely payment.

3 Records are kept of
issues addressed.

2 Records are kept of
issu es repor ted through
moni toring system.

1 MSI/supplie rs have
moni toring s ystem in
place.

Indicators for actions

Wh ere th e right t o freedom of
association and collective
bargaining is restricte d under
law, the em ployer f acilitates,
and does not hind er,th e
d evelopment of parallel means
for indepe ndent and free
association and bargaining.

ETI Base Code 2.4

Workers’ r epresentatives ar e
n ot discriminated against and
ha ve access t o carry out their
representative func tions in the
workplace.

ETI Base Code 2.3

T he employ er ad opts an o pen
a ttitude t owards th e activities
of t rade uni ons and their
o rganisational activities.

ETI Base Code 2.2

Workers, w itho ut distin ction,
ha ve th e right t o join or f orm
trade unions of their own
c hoosing and t o bargain
collectiv ely.

ETI Base Code 2.1

Supp liers / co ntractors
must not discriminate
ag ainst HW
re presentatives or those
who take up th e task of
o rganising wor kers.

Ho mewo rke rs have the
right to estab lish or jo in
o rganisations and trade
unio ns of the ir own
choosing, to participate in
the activities of such
organisations and to
engage in collective
barg aining on issues
related to their wo rk.

ETI Base Code 2

F ree do m of associa tio n and
the r ight to colle ctive
bargaining are respected.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

ETI Base Code or
principle of
implementation

3 MSI to moni tor the
imple ment ation of these
guidelines on freedo m of
asso ciatio n.

2 MSI to he lp raise
awar eness of HWs’ rights
and issues.

1 MSI to provid e a
setting fo r resolving HWs’
g rie vances wh ere there
are allegations of
restrictions of freedom of
asso ciation.

Actions for MSIs

Cont inu ed on fo llow ing page

3 R/S/C sho uld not den y
w ork to those HWs or
the ir representatives who
are organised or are in the
process of organising
th emselves.

2 R/S/C agre es to
reco gnise TUs and
o rg anisations repr esent ing
HWs and enga ges in
colle ctive bargaining and
other discussions on
issues facing HWs.

1 R/S/C acce pt HWs’
right to join unions or
other associations and
must not restrict the m
from joining or forming
tr ade unions or
associations, with out fear
of re prisal.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

2 NGOs/TUs to provide
HWs with c ontact details
for reporting co mplaints
conf ide ntially.

g) de velop collective
bargaining ag reement.

f) d eve lop co mplaints
mechanisms

e) d evelo p feedbac k
mechanism betwee n
HWs and R/S/C

d) ne gotiate
b etterment of working
co nditions

c) o rganise HWs

b) mo nitor HWs’
conditions of wor k

a) g athe r infor mation
on HWs and their
co nditions of work

1 NGOs/TUs to:

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

6 Jo ining a TU is not a
cause f or losing
emp loyme nt.

5 There is eviden ce of a
co lle ctive bargaining
ag reement in the supply
chain.

4 Issues are ne got iated
by th e HWs‘ org anisation
or t rade union.

3 Records are kept of
numbe rs of HWs in
memb ership of the
organisation or t rade
uni on.

2 An organisation of
HWs exists.

1 Fre edo m of
association and right to
colle ctive bargaining fo r
HWs is state d in
organisational policy
do cuments .

Indicators for actions

(c ontinued)

ETI Base Code 2.1-2.4

ETI Base Code or
principle of
implementation

Interpretation in
homeworker context

Actions for MSIs

7 R/S/C works with
NGO/TU to provid e a
co nfidential co mplaints
me chanism.

6 HWs are not
penalised or discr iminated
against in any wa y as a
result of raising issues.

5 Representatives of
HWs’ organisations/trade
unio ns (wor kfo rce or
officers) are not restricte d
from m eeting with HWs in
a confidential setting.

4 Supplier kee ps
r ecords of the
repr esentatives of uni on/
HW organisation.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

Indicators for actions

A s state d. Steps should
also be taken not onl y to
pr eve nt hazards but also
enhance the health and
we llbeing of HWs.

ETI Base Code 3

A safe and hygienic working
e nvironm ent shall be
prov ided, bearing in mind the
pr evailing knowledge of the
indust ry and of any spe cific
hazar ds. Adequate steps
shall be taken to prev ent
accid ents and injury t o health
arising o ut of, associated
w ith, o r occurring in the
c our se of work, by
minimising, so far as is
reasonably practica ble, the
c auses of hazards inherent in
th e working environment.

ETI Base Code 3.1

Working c onditions are
saf e and hyg ienic.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

ETI Base Code or
principle of
implementation
1

• pr ovid e infor matio n
and suppo rt on
pr eventing hazards in
the home envir onm ent.

• gen er ate resources
for imp lementing
measures to protect
th e occupational
health and safety of
HWs

• de velo p programmes
addressing health
ne eds of HWs eg,
health insurance,
childcar e, home and
tool improvements etc.

• in consulta tion with
HWs, develop
consistent H & S
guidelines for the HW
sector;

• identify hazards and
health needs of HWs
in p articular sectors or
lo cations;

MSI to:

Actions for MSIs

4 Suppliers/cont ractor s
to explo re sourcing from
community-based
wo rksho ps operated
thro ugh cooperative/
village panchayat (council)
mo dels but providing safe,
good wor king condi tio ns
and flexibility of timings.

3 Wh er e possible, R/S/C
to pr ovide training and
e quipment to mi tigate
risks in hazardo us work.

2 R/S/C to work with
MSI or TUs and NGOs to
implement H & S
guidelines and
programmes addressing
health needs eg , health
insurance, home and t ool
improve ments etc.

1 R/S/C, using a multistakeholder approach, to
id entify industry-sp ecific
potential hazards and
establish safe wo rking
procedures for HWs.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

2 NGOs/TUs to develop
pro grammes addressing
the health ne eds of HWs
e g, health/medical
insurance.

1 NGOs/TUs t o raise
awareness of health
hazards at HW leve l.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

3 Records sho w
programmes addressing
health needs of HWs are
develope d and
imple mented.

2 Records are kept of
aw are ness pr ogrammes
conducte d.

b) establishe d safe
working proce dures
for HWs.

a) ide ntified potential
hazards and

1 A h ealth and safety
revie w has:

Indicators for actions

The company obse rving the
code shall assign
responsibility for health and
safety to a senio r
management representative.

ETI Base Code 3.5

Th e retailer/supplier
obse rving the co de should
assign responsibility for
h ealth sta tus of HWs to a
responsible person.

Homeworke rs should
r eceive regular and
recorded health and
safe ty training like other
wo rkers.

ETI Base Code 3.2

Workers shall re ceive regular
and rec ord ed health and
safety training, and suc h
training shall be repeated f or
n ew or reassi gned work ers.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

ETI Base Code or
principle of
implementation

R/S/C t o assign
responsibility to a
r esponsible pe rson.

2 Suppliers to help
contractors to raise
awaren ess of H & S
issu es amo ng the ir
subcontractor s and HWs
thro ugh collaboratio n with
NGOs and TUs or on their
own.

2 MSI to create a team
fo r raising awareness and
training on H & S at all
leve ls of supply chain
especially th e comm unity
le vel.

Retailer/supplier/NGO/TU
to commit participation of
a responsible person in
th e MSI.

1 Supplie rs to raise
awareness of H & S
issues with their
co ntractors and t o provide
tr aining, where ne ede d.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

1 NGO and TU
me mbe rs of MSI to devise
ma terials and tools for
raising aware ness and
training on H & S.

Actions for MSIs

NGOs/TUs to work in
p artnership with the
responsible person for H
& S measures.

1 NGOs/TUs to devise
materials and tools for
raising awareness and
training on H & S.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

Responsible person
ide ntified and engage d on
H & S issues at
manag eme nt level.

4 HWs are following
saf e practices.

3 H & S equipment and
protective clothing is be ing
wor n as appropria te.

2 HWs repo rt receiving
training in h ealth and
safety.

1 Records show that
training in H & S has been
given to HWs.

Indicators for actions

Companies shall d evelop or
p articipate in and contribute
to polici es and programmes
w hich provide f or the
transition of any child f ound
to be pe rforming child labour
to enable he r or him to
a ttend and remain in quality
e duca tion until no longer a
child.

ETI Base Code 4.2

T here shall be n o ne w
recrui tment of c hild labour.

ETI Base Code 4.1

Furthe r, w ith the aim of
pr eventing child labour,
R/S/C should de ve lop
me thods of positively
re warding those HW
families tha t send their
children to school.

R/S/C should de velop or
p articipate in and
co ntribute to policies and
prog rammes with MSIs,
gove rnment, NGOs and
TUs to in crease access to
formal, quality educatio n
by HWs’ children, at the
closest po int eg , villag e or
ward.

ETI Base Code 4

Child labour shall n ot be
used.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

ETI Base Code or
principle of
implementation

4 MSI to en courag e
p ayme nt of living wag e to
adult workers.

3 MSI to lobby
governm ent to ensure
adequate education
pro visi on exists in areas of
homeworking.

2 MSI to raise resources
to fund pro gr ammes.

1 MSI to de velo p
programmes f or
suppo rting education
initiatives for children of
HWs so that eve ry child
under the minimum age of
e mployme nt goes t o
for mal school. Examples
of initiatives could be
scho larships, transport to
and fro m sch oo l,o r tui tion ,
appro pria te recreational
facilities etc.

Actions for MSIs

Contin ue d on following pa ge

4 Suppliers should
infor m contractor s and
co ntracto rs to info rm HWs
of the legal minimum age
of emplo yment in the
country.

3 R/S/C t o collabo rate
with gove rnm ent and
NGOs t o develop
pro gr ammes f or
suppor ting educatio n
initiatives f or children of
HWs.

2 Carry ou t awareness
programmes for retailer s/
co nsumers/consume r
organisatio ns to help the m
fully understand the
issues of children in
h ome wor king families.

1 With the aim of
pre venting c hild labour,
R/S/C t o develop m etho ds
of positively rewarding
th ose HW families that
send their childre n to
school.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

3 TUs / NGOs to wor k
with employer s and
co mmunity to find
sustainab le solu tions to
child labour.

2 NGOs/TUs t o deve lop
awareness programmes
fo r co nsumer s to help
them fully und erstand the
issu es of children in
homewo rking families.

1 NGOs/TUs to develop
pro grammes for
supporting education
initiatives for the children
of HWs so that eve ry child
under the minimum age of
emp loyme nt goes t o
for mal scho ol.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

4 Local MSI/exporte rs
have system in place for
moni to ring ou t-of-scho ol
children.

3 Numbe r of initiatives
supp ly chain players are
involved in fo r supporting
education of HWs’
children.

2 Awareness
programmes run for
r etailers/consumers/
consumer organisations/
media/TUs and NGOs
inte rnationall y, to help
them fully under stand the
issues of children in
ho mewo rking families.

1 Records sho w
numbe rs of HWs’ children
under the minimum age of
employment attending
for mal scho ol.

Indicators for actions

Childr en and young persons
und er 18 shall not b e
e mploy ed at night or in
hazar dous c ondi tions.

ETI Base Code 4.3

(c ontin ued)

ETI Base Code 4.1-4.2

ETI Base Code or
principle of
implementation

Adolesc ents and their
families should be made
a war e of the
consequen ces of
hazardous wor k.

A dolescents sho uld be
disco uraged from working
in hazardous conditions.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

MSI to raise awareness of
hazardous wor k and the
n ee d fo r safe and healthy
wo rking conditions.

Actions for MSIs

2 R/S/C does not permit
the emp loyme nt of
children in hazardo us
co nditions.

1 R/S/C and MSI to
raise awar eness of
hazard ous work and the
need for safe and healthy
wo rking conditions.

6 Suppliers to set up
mo nitor ing systems fo r
random che cks on out-ofsch oo l children.

5 C ontracto rs to raise
a waren ess of the
proble ms associate d with
child labour and
encourage HWs to send
the ir childre n to school.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

NGOs/TUs to raise
awareness of hazard ous
work and the ne ed for
safe and healthy working
conditions.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

1 Numbe r of aware ness
pro grammes conducted
on hazardous wor k.

Indicators for actions

Wages and benefits paid for
a standar d work ing week
m eet, at a minimum, na tional
legal st andards or industry
b enchmark st andards,
w hichever is higher. In any
e vent wages should always
be enough to me et basic
n eeds and to provid e some
discr etionary inc ome.

ETI Base Code 5.1

W here ther e is no
minimum wage defined for
h ome work, the rates
sho uld be eq uate d to the
minimum wage defined for
a factory worker doing the
same task.

HWs sho uld be paid rates
e quivale nt to or greater
than the minimum wa ge
defined in natio nal
legislation, or industr y
b enchmark standards,
whi che ver is the higher,
for all work carr ied out.

ETI Base Code 5

Living wages are paid.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

ETI Base Code or
principle of
implementation

2 In absence of
gove rnm ent-d efin ed
minimum wag e for HWs,
MSI to conduct timemotion studies, agree
p ayme nt rates and
imple ment them.

1 MSI to support
gove rnm ent efforts to
formulate and impleme nt
le gislation / polici es fo r
HWs eg on piece rates
and on national policy fo r
home-based worke rs.

Actions for MSIs

Contin ue d on following pa ge

4 S and C to have a
jo int writte n contract to
co ver work w ith HWs.

3 R/S/C to develo p
standardised syste m for
setting piece ra tes
(inclu ding cont ractor
leve ls and margins) and
deductions where
a pplicab le.

2 R/S/C to have inte rnal
training for purchasing
teams, as appropriate, on
how to negotia te prices
where HWs are in volve d
and how to ensure
minimum wage fo r HWs is
me t.

1 R and S together to
negotiate pro duct costs
that co ver pie ce rates
e qual to or highe r than
minimum wag e fo r HWs.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

3 NGOs/TUs to lobb y
for natio nal policy on
home-based workers
including piece rates and
social security.

2 NGOs/TUs to wor k
w ith expo rters in creating
mechanisms for pr op er
and prompt payme nt to
h ome wor kers.

1 NGOs/TUs to raise
awareness among HWs
on issues related to
wages, organise HWs to
p ursue impleme ntatio n of
agree d/minimum wa ge .

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

6 HWs are able to earn
the industry ben chmark or
minimum wa ge, wher e on e
has been set.

5 Numbe r of
progr ammes co nducted to
raise awaren ess amo ng
HWs on issues re lated to
wag es.

4 Contr actor s to maintain
payment reco rds and HWs’
records correlate with
these.

3 Monito ring s ystem in
place fo r making rando m
checks on piece ra tes paid
to HWs by contractor s.

2 Documents availab le
to show tr aining conducted
for purchasing teams.

1 Ev ide nce shows that
MSI/NGOs/TUs are
lobbying g over nments to
fo rmulate and impleme nt
po licies for ho mewo rkers.

Indicators for actions

Deductions from wages as a
disciplinary measure shall not
be permitted nor shall any
deductions from wages not
provided for by national law be
permitted without the expresse d
permission of the worker
concerned. All disciplinary
measur es should be recorded.

ETI Base Code 5.3

All workers shall be provided
with written and underst andable
inf ormation about their
employment conditions in
respect to wages bef ore they
enter employment and about the
particulars of their wages for the
pay period concerned each time
that they are paid.

ETI Base Code 5.2

(c ontinued)

ETI Base Code 5.1

ETI Base Code or
principle of
implementation

HWs should be paid
promptly and given an
ite mised pay slip
indicating the piece rate of
pay and the amount,
cause and nature of
d eductions. W he re
p ossible, HWs should be
given a clear writte n
a gre eme nt of ter ms and
co nditions of employme nt.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

4 MSI to en courag e
for matio n or m emb er ship
of existing wor kers
o rganisations.

3 MSI to conduct
training for HWs on
maintaining records.

2 MSI to raise
a waren ess among HWs of
reco rds maintenance.

1 MSI to moni tor pr op er
and prompt payments to
HWs.

Actions for MSIs

Contin ue d on following pa ge

3 Co ntracto rs to
maintain records of all
HWs, e ven those w ho
work as part of a family.

2 R and S to deve lop
practices to ensure
prompt pa yments
throughout their supply
chain.

1 R and S to assess
th eir own co mmercial
practices, to id entify
reasons for delay in
payments to HWs and to
take re medial measures.

6 R and S to enco urage
sourcing fro m HW cooperatives where such
exist.

5 Suppliers to set up
monitoring system for
random che cks on agreed
pie ce rates and timeliness
of payments.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

4 NGO/TU to en co urag e
formation of or support for
exist ing worke rs
org anisatio ns.

3 NGO/TU to conduct
training for HWs on
maintaining reco rds.

2 NGO/TU to raise
awareness amo ng HWs of
records mainte nance.

1 NGOs t o promote
systems to address credit
needs of HWs.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

HWs have job slips.

Application table

C ontinue d on following page

5

4 Expo rters have system
in place to mo nito r
pa yments to HWs.

3 Expo rters and
contractor s maintain
transparent pa yment
reco rds.

2 Awareness
progr ammes on reco rd
maintenance are
conducte d.

1 Job slips are issued
by co ntracto rs to HWs.

Indicators for actions

Working hour s c omply with
national laws and benchmark
industry standards ,whichever
affords greater protection.

ETI Base Code 6.1

Wor kin g hours are not
excessi ve

ETI Base Code 6

(Continued)

ETI Base Code 5.2-5.3

ETI Base Code or
principle of
implementation

HWs sh ould not be force d
to wor k mo re ho urs than
they wish and should
neve r be coe rced into
wo rking excessive ho urs.

HWs sho uld be made
a ware of the hazards of
excessive wo rk.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

2 MSI to monitor
excessi ve wo rk don e
under comp ulsion and
liaise betwee n HWs and
R/S/C to re ctify wher e
such cases are found.

1 MSI to raise HWs’
a ware ness of hazards of
excessi ve working.

Actions for MSIs

2 Wh en unreasonable
d eadlines are given ,
r etailers sho uld provide
p ayme nt incentives, a
proportion of which must
be passe d onto HWs.

1 Retailers must avoid
placing unreasonable
deadlines for or de rs.

5 . Where possible, S and
C maintain a system to
distribute a written
agr ee ment on payme nts
to all their HWs.

4 Supplier to encourage
cont ractor to issue job
slips itemising the date of
d elivery and co llectio n,
pie ce rate and am ount
and nature of deductions
(see Tool H lo g book f or
mod el).

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

Continu ed on follow ing page

Continued on follo wing pag e

Application table

2 Suppliers have
monitoring system in
place to che ck excessive
work done under
comp ulsio n.

1 Awareness
prog rammes on hazards
of excessive working
conducted and
communica tions mate rials
fo r HWs exists.

6 W her e possible, the re
is writte n agreement on
pa yments to HWs.

Indicators for actions

2 NGOs/TUs to moni tor
excessive wor k do ne
under compulsion and
TUs to represent HWs’
cases before employer s
wher e excessive wo rk
cases are fo und.

1 NGOs/TUs t o raise
HWs’ awareness of
hazards of excessive
working.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

There is no disc rimination in
hiring, compensation, access to
training,promotion, termination
or retirement based on race,
c aste,national origin, religion,
age,disability,gender, marital
status ,sexual orientation,uni on
membership or politic al
affiliation.

ETI Base Code 7.1

N o discrimination is
practised.

ETI Base Code 7

Workers s hall not on a regular
basis be required to work in
excess of 48 hours per week
and shall be provided with at
least one day off for every 7 day
period on average. Overtime
s hall be voluntary, shall not
exceed 12 hours per week, shall
not be demanded on a regular
bas is and shall always be
compensated at a premium rate.

ETI Base Code 6.2

(se e previous page)

ETI Base Code 6.1

ETI Base Code or
principle of
implementation

HWs shall not be offe re d
lo wer rates of p ay than
factor y wo rkers doing the
same work.

The re is no discriminatio n
in offer ing homework as
stated.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

3 MSI to set up
me chanisms fo r
redressing gr ievances.

2 MSI to encourag e
HWs t o rep or t instances of
discr imination.

1 MSI to raise
awar eness amo ng HWs of
the ir right to no ndiscr iminatio n.

Actions for MSIs

Contin ue d on following pa ge

3 R and S to ensure
that orde rs are not
withdrawn n or HWs
p enalised fo r raising
issu es.

2 S and C to ensure
me n and women are paid
equall y for work of eq ual
value.

1 Supplier to include
non-discrimination clause
in cont ract with contractor.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

3 TUs/NGOs to work
with R/S/C to set up
mechanisms for
redressing grievances.

2 NGOs/TUs to
encourage HWs to re port
instances of
discrimina tion.

1 NGOs/TUs to raise
awareness amo ng HWs of
their right to nondiscriminatio n.

4 NGOs/TUs t o ensure
pre mium ra tes are paid for
overtime work.

3 NGOs/TUs to demand
payment ince ntives for
‘urgent work’ and t o
monitor payment
incentives whe re give n.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

Continued on following page

3 Aware ness
pro grammes on rights t o
no n-discrimination
co nducted.

2 Contractor records
show that all HWs are
paid e qually for wor k of
equal valu e.

1 Supplier records show
that HWs’ net piece rates
are calculated in parity
with the applicab le
minimum wag e.

4 Over time work is paid
at a premium ra te.

3 HWs do not repor t
cases of excessi ve work
or excessive wo rk done
under comp ulsion.

Indicators for actions

Obligations to employees
under labour or social security
laws and regulations arising
from the regular employment
relationship shall not be
avoided through the use of …
homeworking arrangements …

ETI Base Code 8.2

Regular employment is
provided.

ETI Base Code 8

(continued)

ETI Base Code 7.1

ETI Base Code or
principle of
implementation

Homeworker s sho uld
enj oy sta tutory or
neg otia ted social security
be nefits.

Where ver possible
emp loye rs (R/S/C) should
endeavour to ensure a
regular supp ly of wo rk and
communica te expe ctation
of business at all le vels.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

3 MSI to work with
go vernment to develop a
syste m for providing identity
cards to HWs.

2 MSI to p ro mote se tting
up of social security fund
an d schemes (eg, insurance,
pension, child care, h ealth
ca re etc.) for HWs th rough
cont ributions from re tailers,
suppliers, HWs, government.

1 MSI to su pp ort
govern me nt/ TU/ NG O
effo rts to for mulate an d
imple ment legislation /
po l icies for HWs eg, natio nal
po l icy fo r ho me-base d
wo rkers.

Actions for MSIs

3 R,S and C sho uld
support and contribute to
initiatives ( funds/sch emes like
insurance, pension, child/
health care etc.) to provide
socia l se curity to HWs who do
not have a ccess to, or are n ot
covered by, any sta te syste m.

2 Ad vance info rmatio n is
given about p rospects for
orders where kn own.

1 Retailers to provide
regula r work by e nsuring
purcha sing pra ctices su pport
this eg, b etter p rojectio n s,
reasonable d eadlines and
phased o rdering .

5 R/S/C to wor k with
NGOs/TU to set up
mechanisms for redressing
grievances.

4 Expo rter to calculate HW
piece ra tes in parity w ith
applicable minimum wage.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

3 NGOs to co nduct skill
upgrading and
dive rsif ica tio n progr ammes
to help HWs to wor k in offseason.

2 NGOs/ TUs to promote
setting up of social security
fund and sch emes f or HWs
through c ont ributions fro m
retailers, suppliers, HWs
and gover nme nt.

1 NGOs/TUs to support
effor ts to fo rmulate and
imp lement leg islatio n/
po licies f or HWs eg ,
national policy for ho mebased worke rs.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

4 HWs report advance
war ning being given abo ut
quantity of work w he re
p ossible.

3 Mechanisms in p lace
for retailers to place
o rde rs in a planne d
manner.

2 Social security fund
set up with contributio ns
from stakeholder s.

1 Evid ence shows that
MSI/ NGOs/TUs are
lobbying gove rnments to
formula te and implement
p olicies f or home wor ke rs.

4 Re co rds kept of
instances of discrimina tion
reported and action taken.

Indicators for actions

Workers whose w ork is
c overed by the Code are,
w here possib le,made aware of
the Code and implementation
pr inciples or procedures.

ETI Principles of
Im ple me ntation 3.3

Physical abuse or disc ipline,
the threat of phy sical abuse,
se xual or other harassment
and verbal abuse or other
forms of intimida tion shall be
prohibited.

ETI Base Code 9.1

A s stated.

This would include any
for m of coe rcio n rela ted to
wo rk at the househo ld
le vel.

As state d.

ETI Base Code 9

No harsh or inhumane
treatm ent is allowed.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

ETI Base Code or
principle of
implementation

2 MSI to cr eate local
team fo r raising
a war eness of the
guidelines at all l evels of
supply chain, especially
the co mmunity le vel.

1 NGO and TU
me mbe rs of MSI to de vise
ma terials and tools fo r
raising aware ness of
these guide lines.

2 MSI to set up
me chanisms fo r
redressing gr ievances.

1 Local MSI to raise
awar en ess of abuses physical and verbal.

Actions for MSIs

3 Supplie rs/contractors
explain the guidelines or
company co de in an
appro priate and
understandable way to
HWs, e g wo rker s’
handbook.

2 Supplie r/contractor
provides, or ag rees a
timeframe for distributing,
informa tion on the
guidelines.

1 Suppliers/cont ractor s
are made aware of the
guidelines.

2 Wh ere community
ce ntres exist, the interface
betwe en cont ractor s and
w ome n HWs must be at
th e ce ntre itse lf.

1 Supplier to add a ‘n o
harsh or inhumane
treatme nt’ clause in
contract with c ontractor.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

1 NGOs/TUs to devise
mate rials and tools for
raising aw areness of ETI
Base Code/these
guidelines.

2 NGOs/ TUs to set up
mechanisms for
redressing grievances t o
stop abuse and help HWs
to take legal ac tion.

1 NGOs/ TUs to raise
awareness of abuses –
physical and verbal.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

3 HWs know c ode
conte nt and co ntent of
implementation principles.

2 Contractor reco rds
indicate HWs who have
rece ived handb ook.

1 HW handbo oks
develope d in local
languages.

2 Records availa ble on
actions taken on
gr ievances.

1 Aware ness
programmes conducted
on abuses.

Indicators for actions

All HWs should have
equal access to training,
are info rme d that they can
r eq uest training and will
be paid while tr aining.

In the countries that have
ratified the ILO
C onventio n on Home
Work, articles on the
e quality of treatment
should be complie d with.

ILO 4.2

Equality of treatment shall
be promoted

This co nve ntion lays down
a legal fr amewor k unde r
whi ch HWs receive
conditio ns which are fair
and eq ual to those
e njo yed by other workers.
Org anisatio ns working
towards ethical tr ade
sho uld support ratificatio n
of this c onventio n.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

ILO Conv ention 177 on
Hom eWork (1996)

National Group on
Homeworking or
I n tern ational Labou r
O rga n i s ation pri nc i ple

Develop and circulate
informa tion abo ut HWs’
rights to equality of
treatment, h ealth and
safety issues and the
responsibilities of
intermediaries.

MSI to co-ordinate multipartite lobb y of
g ove rnment fo r ratificatio n
of this convention.

Actions for MSIs

Ensure HWs ha ve access
to training.

Info rma tion is distributed
to HWs on their rights to
equality of tr eatme nt
thro ugh the supply chains.

Training is g ive n to R, S
and C staff on the rights of
HWs to equali ty of
treatment, special
measures t o ensure the ir
health and safety and on
the responsibilities of
intermediaries.

Lobby of governm ent, and
tr ade/emp loye rs’
associatio ns fo r ratificatio n
of this convention.
Retailers should promote
ratification of this
conventio n in all countries
they source from.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

NGOs and TUs run
campaigns to inform HWs
of the ir rights t o eq uality
of treatment re garding
th eir right to organise;
protection from
discrimina tion; health and
safety; r emune ratio n and
social security prot ection.

Camp aign and lobby with
HWs for ratification of the
conventio n.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

HWs rece ive and
understand informa tion
ab out their legal rights to
equality of treatment
reg arding: their right to
organise; protection fro m
discrimination; health and
safety; re munera tion and
social security protection.

Public recognise the
econ omic ro le of HWs and
their right to equality of
tr eatme nt with othe r
wor kers.

Actions and statements in
support of ratification of
this conve ntio n.

Indicators for actions

When calculating (piecework rates) employers m ust
take account of additional
tasks not u ndertaken by onsite workers.

NGH 1.2.4

R esponsibilities of
interm ediaries

ILO 4.8

H ealth and safety

ILO 4.7

National Group on
Homeworking or
I n tern ational Labou r
O rga n i s ation pri nc i ple

Pi ece-wor k ra tes repo rted
by HWs and their
o rganisations are
e quivale nt to the minimum
wage or industry
b enchmark if higher and
take account of all tasks
unde rtaken by HWs.

In the countries tha t have
ra tified the ILO
Convention on Ho me
W ork, la ws covering the
respo nsibilities of
interme diaries should be
co mplied with.

In the countries that have
ra tified the ILO
Conventio n on Ho me
Work, laws on health and
safety for HWs should be
co mplied with.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

MSI establishes nor ms for
setting pie ce rates whi ch
e nsure that HWs are ab le
to earn the minimum
wage, and are
remunerate d for additional
tasks not unde rtake n by
on-site workers (eg ,
packing) as well as
pro ductio n.

See above.

S ee above.

Actions for MSIs

Pie ce-rate calculations
incorporate payme nts for
additional tasks not
undertaken by on-site
worke rs (eg , p acking) as
we ll as production.

Contractors’
d ocumenta tion records
how piece-wor k ra tes
were agr eed/calculated.

Risk assessments identify
hazardo us work which
should not be given to
HWs.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

Promote and par ticipa te in
pie ce-rate setting,
e nsuring these include
remunera tion for
addi tional tasks not
undertaken by on-site
worke rs (eg , p acking) as
well as production.

See above.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

Continued on following page

HWs are able to earn the
industry ben chmark or
minimum wage defined in
natio nal le gislation ,
which ever is highe r, fo r all
work carried out.

Se e above.

Indicators for actions

There should be a clear
agreement betw een th e HWs
an d their employers as to
the standards of work
expected and the
pro cedur es to be fo llo wed if
there is a change in
specificatio n,if unexpected
problems occur, or if the
w ork is not up to standard.

NGH 1.2.8

(continued)

NGH 1.2.4

National Group on
Homeworking or
I n tern ational Labou r
O rga n i s ation pri nc i ple

A gre eme nt exists on
standards of wor k and
p ayme nts and proce dures
for changes to
spe cifications and
r esolu tion of disp utes
a bout quality and
unforeseen eve nts.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

MSI deve lops and
circulates model
cont racts/agree ments
b etwee n ho mewo rker s
and the supplier s of wor k
w hich make explicit the
standards of work
e xpe cte d and how
proble ms regarding quality
will b e resolved.

Actions for MSIs

C ontractor to reach
agree ment on standards
of wo rk (and payme nts)
and procedures for
changes to specificatio ns
and resolution of disputes
about quality and
unforeseen events. They
should ensure that HWs
under stand this
a greement through a
verbal or written co ntract
o r agr eement as
appropriate.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)

Info rmatio n and mod el
a greement are circulate d
to ho meworkers with
training abou t the quality
a gr eements, their
responsibili ties under
these, and how they can
b e used to resolve
disputes ab out quality.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

HWs under stand terms
used in the agr eement.

Existen ce of agr eements.

HWs’ reco rds correlate
with supplie rs’ payslips.and evid en ce of
ag ents.

HWs are re munerated for
additional tasks not
undertaken by on-site
worke rs (eg, p acking) as
well as production.

Indicators for actions

Where the employer d oes
n ot directly supp ly these ,
HWs should be reimb ursed
for work-related expenses
(materials,maintenance and
energy).

NGH 1.3.0

National Group on
Homeworking or
I n tern ational Labou r
O rga n i s ation princ i ple

HWs are re imbur sed for
work-related expenses.

Interpretation in
homeworker context

MSI adopts and
encourages R/S/Cs to
ado pt a policy that
h ome workers should be
remune rate d fo r workrela ted expenses
(mate rials, maintenance
and energy).

Actions for MSIs

C to reimbur se HWs’
wo rk-related expe nses.

Actions for retailers/
suppliers/
contractors (R/S/C)
Training and info rmatio n
for home workers about
the policy for
remunera ting HWs for
work-rela ted expe nses.

Actions for
NGOs/TUs

Application table

HWs report receipt of
work-re lated expe nses
from contractors.

Records of re imbur sals to
HWs.

Indicators for actions
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Questions for homeworkers
Tools D and E are aimed at those gathering information from homeworkers about conditions of
employment. Tool D was designed by a UK NGO for use with homeworkers in a developed economy
where more formal systems may exist and workers’ awareness of conditions and rights may be greater.
Tool E is designed for use in developing economies. The questions can be used with groups of
homeworkers or in one-to-one interviews.

Questions

Prompts

Information given

How did y ou h ear about the j ob?
What information were you given
when you star ted working?

Induction • contrac t • terms of engagement
• company policies • complaints procedure

Where do you ge t info rmation ab ou t
your rights?

Personn el officer • unions • information
pack

How d o you r aise an issue bothering
you?

Complaints procedure • union / works
co uncil meetings

Have you heard of any ho mewo rke rs
wh o have c om plained to the
compan y? What happened to them as
a result?

Did they get an y furthe r wo rk?

Are you consulted / infor med about
decisi ons which affect y ou? How well
do es this wo rk?
What d oes y our job invo lve?

Inc lude delivery • collection • task

Are yo u provide d with the tools yo u
need f or the job? W ho p ays for them?

For examp le: scisso rs • paper

What training d o you r eceive?
How is your rate of pay established?

Examples, con cerns?

How d o you find th e pay r ate, is i t fair? Compar ison w ith other e mp loyers? C ost
of living?
Alw ays paid on time?

Paid in full?

Is the wo rk r egular? How many hours
a week?
How d o you find ou t wh en wo rk is
coming?

Advanc e warning?

How often do you receive work?
Do you get any payments other than
fo r the product?

Holiday / si ck pay • easy to claim?

What paperwork do you receive?

Pay slips • delivery no tes • col lection no te

How do y ou g et to kno w other
homeworkers?

S ocial events

Any cases of alleg ed harassment or
bull ying?

Examples? How managed?

How d oes w or king h ere co mp are with
other places?

Rec ommend t o others?

Do you fe el part of th e compan y?
What are the good things and what
are the bad things about
ho mew orking?
What would yo u improve if yo u co uld?
Any c hanges coming up?
Any questions for us?

Pro duction • e mployment?
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Researching homeworkers’ conditions - a guide to focus
group discussions
The following tool was used by the ETI local research team in India to collect information orally from
homeworkers about their terms and conditions. It forms a guide to conducting structured focus
group discussions (FGD) that focus around the areas of the ETI Base Code. It is intended for use by
independent assessors who have significant experience in social research techniques and strong
familiarity with the local cultural context. The cover sheet is intended to be completed before using
the main tool, the discussion guide. Discussions should be conducted in groups of around five to eight
homeworkers and the composition of the groups should be decided in advance by the assessors. In
certain cultural contexts single-sex FGD groups may be more appropriate, while in other contexts,
mixed groups may work more effectively - the assessors’ experience in social research will be key in
determining this.

Cover Sheet
Q Exporter’s name
Q Direct employer’s name
Q Direct employer’s status:

Contractor / subcontractor / sub-subcontractor

Q Location of interview:

Employer premises / homeworker premises

Q Homeworkers’ names
Q Village
Q Gender
Q Age (give range)
Q Education (range / numbers)
Q Number of children
Q Ages of children (range)
Q Working alone / in informal group / other
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Discussion guide for homeworkers
1 General
1.1 What type of work do you do? For how long have you been doing this? How did you become a
home worker? Why? Have you ever done any other type of work? Have you ever done any
similar work in a factory? How does homework compare with factory work?
1.2 Do you know which company has given you work? Are you aware where these products are
sold?
1.3 Do you work for more than one contractor? Why? How many? How long, on average, would
you work for a particular contractor? Why?
1.4 How many people in your home do this work? Does everyone in your house work for the same
contractor? Why do you work for different contractors? Are others working outside the home?
Where?
1.5 What difference has homework made in your life? (Economic difference/social standing) How
are the households that are not doing this work different from those that are doing this work
(education, school, assets, health, celebrations)? What would have happened if you did not have
this work at all?
1.6 What are the advantages in doing this work? Probe for top three while listing all.
1.7 What are the problems of this type of work? Probe for top three while listing all.
1.8 Do you think any improvements could be made specifically to solve these problems? What do
you think could be done? Who should be involved in this improvement process?

2 Working hours
2.1 How many hours on average do you spend in a day doing this work including all main (beading,
embroidery etc.) and ancillary (sorting, packing etc.) activities? How do you divide your time
doing this work and other household chores?
2.2 When there is more work than usual, how many hours do you work in a day? How often is there
‘urgent’ work in a month?
2.3 Do you ask for how much work you want or is it given by the contractor? If given, would you
say that usually the contractor gives too much or too little?
2.4 Do you have any problems with the numbers of hours worked or the amount of work given?
Probe problems with low demand as well as high demand.
2.5 Do you think any improvements could be made specifically to solve these issues? What do you
think could be done? Who should be involved in this improvement process? Any other
suggestions?

3 Regular employment
3.1 How many days of work do you get in a year from each contractor? In which months is there
lots of work and in which months is there very little? What is the longest period
you have had without work (in weeks/months)?
3.2 What benefits do you get from the contractor other than your wage calculated by the piece rate
(loan, advance provision)?
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3.3 Do you have any problems with the numbers of days work is provided or the other benefits
given?
3.4 Do you think any improvements could be made specifically to solve these issues? What do you
think could be done? Who should be involved in this improvement process? Any other
suggestions?

4 Wages
4.1 Generally, what are your expenses in a month? How much on what items?
4.2 Generally, how much per day does a man make from this type of work? How much does a
woman make from this type of work? How much average per month?
4.3 Do you know how the piece rate is calculated? Do you think this is followed in the correct
manner? Do you spend some time on preparation before the actual work starts? If yes, how
much time? Is this factored into the piece rate somehow?
4.4 How much would you earn for eight hours of work? (Ask this by asking how many pieces can
be made per hour, multiply by eight hours and then ask can they make 8 x number in a day.) Are
you aware of minimum wage rate as set by the government?
4.5 Do you know anyone working in a factory? What would they earn for the same amount/type of
work in a day? In a month? Are there more or fewer benefits if you work in a factory? Describe.
4.6 What is the minimum you may earn per day? What is the maximum? Is your income the main
contributing income in the family? If yes, is this enough to live on? What exactly does this
cover? (probe for food, fuel, education, medical expenses, celebrations)
4.7 Who receives the money for the work? Is it the actual people who do the work?
4.8 How often is the payment made? Are you able to claim money for work completed as and when
required? How easy is it to get an advance? If payment is assured immediately at the end of the
work, do you accept lower piece rates? If yes, by how much less?
4.9 Do you have to spend money on any items or equipment for your work? If yes, how much and
for what? Is this amount reimbursed or factored into the piece rate somehow?
4.10 Are any deductions made? What are they for? In your opinion are they reasonable? Do you have
a chance to argue/appeal against these decisions?
4.11 Are pay slips given or records on work/payments kept? If not, how do you check how much is
due? What happens when there is any misunderstanding or confusion on how much is due? Do
you code your work to identify it? Probe issues related to literacy.
4.12 Is there any written agreement between you and the contractor about the amount of work
provided and payment rates? Do you feel there is a need to keep records or have an agreement?
4.13 Do you have any problems with the wages and payments?
4.14 Do you think any improvements could be made specifically to solve these issues? What do you
think could be done? Who should be involved in this improvement process? Any other
suggestions?
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5 Discrimination
5.1 Is everyone paid according to the same piece rate? (men, women, children, favoured employees,
favoured communities, married women favoured)
5.2 Has anyone ever raised an issue about payments or any other work-related issue? What
happened? What is that person doing now?
5.3 Do you think any improvements could be made specifically to solve these issues? What do you
think could be done? Who should be involved in this improvement process? Any other
suggestions?

6 Working conditions
6.1 What are the most common illnesses in the area? Do you think the people doing your kind of
work suffer more from certain illnesses than others? Which ones? Why?
6.2 How much do you spend on medical expenses in a month? How much does your family spend
on medical expenses in a month? Is this more than other families spend?
6.3 Do you think there are any hazards in the work? What are they? Does working at home make
the environment more dangerous for the family in some way? What could be done to make the
home safer?
6.4 Has anyone given training or information on health and safety issues? Would you like some
training or information? Who would you like to provide you with this information? (contractor,
others)
6.5 Do you have any problems with your working conditions?
6.6 Do you think any improvements could be made specifically to solve these issues? What do you
think could be done? Who should be involved in this improvement process? Any other
suggestions?
6.7 NOTE own observations on the physical workplace.

7 Child Labour
7.1 What would you say are the advantages of children doing homework for the children
themselves? For you as a parent?
7.2 How did you first learn this work? How old were you at the time? How old are your children?
Do they also know how to do this work? Do they help you? If yes, how much time do they
usually spend helping? Does this affect their schooling? What part of the process do they help
with? Do they get paid? Is it the same rate as adults? If no, is it common in other households for
children to help do the work?
7.3 Is it common for children in this village to go to school? Boys? Girls? What do they do after
they return from school?
7.4 Do some households use outside (non-family) labour? Where does this labour come from?
7.5 Do you have any problems with children working at home?
7.6 Do you think any improvements could be made specifically to solve these issues? What do you
think could be done? Who should be involved in this improvement process? Any other
suggestions?
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8 Employment is freely chosen
8.1 What are the other options for work? Why have you selected this one? If this type of work was
not available to you, what would you do instead? (probe that no harsh or inhumane treatment is
allowed)
8.2 Can people choose which contractor to work for? Have you known anyone who has changed
contractors? Is it easy to change contractors? Why would anyone change? Which type of
contractors are generally preferred? (loan, better money, health, illness, future secure, prompt
payments etc.)
8.3 Do you think any improvements could be made specifically to solve these issues? What do you
think could be done? Who should be involved in this improvement process? Any other
suggestions?

9 Collective bargaining
9.1 Are you aware of any homeworkers who come together and work for some/full part of the day?
What are the advantages of working together? What are the disadvantages?
9.2 What are the most common problems among homeworkers or between homeworkers and the
contractor? What happens? How are they resolved?
9.3 Have anybody’s relations with the contractor gone sour in the past? What happened? What do
you think should have been done by either the employer or the homeworker?
9.4 Are you aware of any organisation that would help you with such problems or to get organised?
(NGOs, government departments, trade unions etc.) How do you know of these? Would you go
to such an organisation for help? What do you think your employer’s attitude would be to this?
9.5 Do you have any problems with the relationship with contractors?
9.6 Do you think any improvements could be made specifically to solve these issues? What do you
think could be done? Who should be involved in this improvement process? Any other
suggestions?

10

One last question, what future do you see for yourself, your family and especially your
children? What are your children’s goals? How do you think you can help them achieve their
goals? Do you think that homeworking will help you and your family achieve these goals?

Thank you for your time.
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Guidance on how to set piece rates
‘Work measurement’ and ‘work study’ are two methods recognised by international bodies such as the
International Labour Organisation (ILO) as scientific means by which to establish fair piece rates.
Employers have the responsibility of demonstrating that a particular method is generally accepted by
qualified industrial engineers and has been properly executed. Any work measurement/work study
method used to establish piece rates should be verifiable through the use of established techniques as
recognised by the ILO or similar. This tool explains briefly what each technique involves and how it is
used to calculate piece rates. You will need to use experienced professionals to carry out this type of
measurement and Tool G lists companies that can help.
Industrial work measurement methods such as stop-watch, time studies, predetermined time systems,
standard data or other measurement methods (work measurement methods) shall by used by the
employer. The aim of both methods is to establish standard hourly production rates of workers.
If stop-watch time studies are made, they shall be made with a person or persons whose productivity
represents normal/standard performance. The British Standards Institute (BSI) defines a ‘standard
performance’ as: “the rate of output which qualified workers can achieve without over-exertion, as an
average over the working day, on shift, provided they adhere to the specified method and layout (to be
used by all workers) and provided they are motivated to apply themselves to their work”.
To establish the rate of output two methods may be used to find the average or standard performance,
they are:

Work measurement
This technique is designed to establish the time a qualified worker takes to carry out a specified job at a
defined level of performance. Productivity is the ratio between output and input - the amount produced
and the amount of any resources used in the course of production. Timings establish the standard minute
value for each element of the job. Different people work at different rates - the aim is to find the average
standard minute value to carry out each particular job, including all the processes required to complete
job.

Method study (British Standard 3138)
This is the systematic recording, analysis and critical examination of existing or proposed ways of doing
work as a means of developing and applying easier, more effective methods and reducing costs. The
objectives of method study are:
1 improvement of production processes and procedures;
2 improvement of the design of factory, shop or workplace layout (on site or at home) and the
design of production equipment;
3 economy in human effort and the reduction of unnecessary fatigue;
4 improvement in the use of materials, machines and manpower; and
5 the development of a better physical working environment.
Basic procedures for method study:
6 Select - the job(s) for method study
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7 Record - all the facts
8 Examine - critically all the facts
9 Develop - proposed procedure
10 Install - the new method as standard practice
11 Maintain - by follow up, routine checks.
Carry out observation of workers doing all elements. Observe, time and split into elements of work to
establish purpose of each different aspect of job and find most efficient method.

How to establish the piece rate
Once the timings for all elements have been done by observing, timing and recording all facts across a
number of workers then a standard production rate can be established, giving the average number of units
completed per hour. This must then be related to pay.
Piece rates should be based on the total number of units that an experienced/qualified worker can be
expected to produce in one hour. Rates should be equal to at least prevailing industry wage rates or the
national minimum wage (NMW) (where applicable) paid to experienced workers doing essentially the
same type and quality of work. The prevailing industry wage rate and/or NMW divided by the standard
number of units per hour gives the piece rate.
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Consultants/companies qualified to conduct time and
motion studies to establish fair piece rates
Background
Mick Hubbard of the GMB Union created this list following a training session he and colleague David
Hare carried out on time and motion study for members of the ETI Homeworking Group in the UK in
June 2003. It was then updated in March 2006. Members who underwent training were seeking to
understand the British Standard system for fair calculation of piece rates, including piece rates for use
with homeworkers. Mick and his colleague can be contacted at:
Mick Hubbard
Productivity Ser vices Officer
GMB Union
GMB National Office
22 -24 W orple Ro ad
London SW19 4DD
mick.hubbard@gmb.org.uk
020 8947 3131
Many unions have productivity experts who are qualified time and motion study experts. Companies
wanting time and motion studies may wish to contact any existing union representatives in the first
instance.

S cott-Grant Group Ltd

John Shaw and A ssociates

Po rtland Tower

12 Wesley Road

Po rtland Stre et

Ironbridge

Manchester M1 3LF

Shro pshireTS8 7BD

MD Richar d Taylor

jshaw999@aol.com

rtayl or@scott-grant.co.uk

01952 433 685

0161 234 2121
Thornton Management Services
D avid H aire

Roger Thornt on

1 4The Birches

01924 273795

Farnboro ugh
Hants GU14 9LP

John Hulland

01252 549743

42 No rdale park
Norde n

Bob Hill

Rochdale OL12 7RS

07808 887731

01706 647912
JHull49643@aol.com
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Log book for use by homeworkers
Background
The model below is a simple tool for use by contractors / subcontractors and homeworkers to enable the
homeworker to have a record of the work done, the materials given, payment received and date of that
payment. This information is signed by the contractor. The keeping of a log book is an important step in
ensuring that homeworkers receive full payment for the work done and its use is recommended for
suppliers to help them meet Base Code provision 5 ‘Living wages are paid’ (see the Application table,
Tool C and section 5.7 and, for retailers, 4.6). The log book has been used effectively in India with semiliterate homeworkers.

Model log book
Q Name of Worker:
Q Product / Style:
Q Rate:

Date

Amount of
material give n

D ate

No. of f inished
goods re ceived

Deductions

Payment
due

Paym ent
received

Signature of contr actor
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The SEWA Insurance Fund
The following detail has been provided by the Self Employed Women’s Association (SEWA) in
India giving details of the amounts payable and receivable by workers contributing to SEWAoperated insurance schemes (see chapter 2.9). This detail may be useful to others interested in
establishing a similar fund. Details were correct as of March 2006.

Insurance scheme
For the majority of women workers in the informal sector, there is no provision for any kind of social
security. Under SEWA’s Insurance Scheme, the members are insured against various natural disasters and
health problems. Some of the salient features are outlined below. The figures quoted are rupees; at July
2006 the exchange rate was around 80 rupees to £1.

Scheme 1
Be nefits

Wor ker

Husband

Children

Family
Insurance

Total

Annual
premium

10 0

70

100

270

250

Natural death

50 00

50 00

-

-

-

Sickness

Up to 200 0

Up to 200 0

-

-

-

Ho useh old
goods

T ill 10,0 00

-

-

-

-

Accidental
dea th

40,00 0

25,00 0

-

-

-

Scheme 2
Benefits

Wor ker

Husband

Children

F amily
Insurance

Total

Ann ual
pr emium

225

175

10 0

500

480

N atur al death

20,0 00

20,0 00

-

-

-

Sickness

Up t o 6000

Up to 60 00

Up to 600 0

-

-

Household
g oo ds

20,0 00

-

-

-

-

A ccidental
death

65,0 00

50,0 00

-

-

-

Other details of the Insurance Scheme:
●

The scheme is available to women members between the ages of 18 - 55 years. If a child is
insured under the health programme, its age on 1 January should be from three months to 17
years.
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●

If a woman has her own insurance policy, she can insure her husband and children.

●

To be eligible for health benefits, a minimum of 24-hour hospitalisation is necessary.

●

Maternity benefits, dentures and hearing aids are available only for fixed insurance schemes.

7

These benefits are available after a year of joining the scheme.
●

For the two schemes, if the premiums are paid for the entire family, there is a discount of 20
rupees.

●

Claims have to be presented as soon as possible, within three months.

●

Claims for reparation of household goods will be allowed only if the damage is due to floods, fire,
riots and violence, earthquakes and cyclones.

●

If the member has taken out fixed insurance, she will get the following benefits: (1) maternity
benefits - Rs 300; (2) dentures - Rs 600; (3) hearing aid - Rs 1000.
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How purchasing practices can undermine the principles of
the ETI Base Code with homeworkers
Over the past few years, there has been increasing concern that the purchasing practices of retailers and
brands may be undermining efforts to ensure ethical standards in global supply chains 22. Key concerns at
the way modern purchasing practices can work against good labour practices centre on the following
features of procurement:
●

the need to produce quickly;

●

the increased demand for flexibility and seasonality;

●

the continual search for lower prices and better deals.

The need to produce quickly can:
●

greatly reduce the amount of notice a supplier receives about an order, increasing the pressure to
deliver on unrealistic timescales;

●

influence levels of overtime and possibly lead to situations where overtime is mandatory;

●

increase the likelihood of children helping their families to rush orders through.

Increasing demand for flexibility and seasonality can:
●

mean suppliers have to cope with orders being changed, cancelled, increased, decreased, or have
delivery dates altered. This can reduce a supplier’s ability to provide secure and regular
employment;

●

increase costs for suppliers (for example higher numbers of smaller shipments);

●

reduce the stability of relationships between retailers / brands and suppliers, as shorter-term, more
flexible contracts are opted for.

The continual concern to reduce prices paid can:
●

force down wages;

●

eliminate premium rates for overtime;

●

lead to a cutting of corners in health and safety;

●

lead to a delay between the order being placed by a retailer / brand and suppliers receiving
payment for that order. This can result in a payment delay being passed on to workers, who may
receive wages very late.

How this can impact on homeworkers
Where suppliers are making use of homeworkers, particularly where a chain of agents connects the
homeworker to the supplier, the multiple demands for speedy delivery, flexibility, seasonality and low
price are likely to impact all the way down the chain. Shorter lead times for example can lead to pressure
on homeworkers to increase the number of hours worked and increase pressure to make use of family
labour, including child labour. Shorter-term flexible contracts between retailers / brands and suppliers are
likely to increase the insecurity of work supply for homeworkers.
22

See for example Buying your way into trouble: the challenge of responsible supply chain management, Insight Investment, 2004, and
Trading away our rights - women working in global supply chains, Oxfam International, February 2004.
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What retailers, suppliers and contractors can do
These guidelines contain recommendations for retailers on purchasing practices in section 4.8, and for
retailers, suppliers and contractors in Tool C, the application framework. These are drawn together below
with some additional recommendations on best practice in purchasing for those wishing to do more in
this area.
●

In order to reduce excessive working hours, buyers should avoid placing unreasonable deadlines
for orders. A review of your supply chains analysing the time needed for each step in the critical
path will help you to establish what a reasonable and deliverable deadline should be.

●

As homeworkers commonly complain about delayed payments, retailers, suppliers and contractors
should assess their own commercial practices to identify reasons for such delays. Retailers should
work with suppliers to take remedial measures, including possible training systems for
contractors.

●

As stressed throughout the document, retailers, suppliers and contractors must ensure that they use
robust methods (such as General Sewing Data) to verify that the price paid to the supplier,
contractor, or homeworker (as appropriate) is compatible with meeting the ETI Base Code.

●

Retailers, suppliers and contractors need to consider whether the length of contracts given to the
supplier, contractor or homeworker (as appropriate) negatively affects their ability to meet labour
standards with homeworkers.

●

Buyers need to be encouraged to consider not only price and quality of the product, but also
labour standards.

●

Revision of purchasing practices will usually mean bringing the ethical and buying staff of the
company together and tailoring training to increase buying and technologist staff’s familiarity with
labour standards, their understanding of chains involving homeworkers, and the impacts of their
buying practices upon workers at the bottom of the chain.

●

While training for buyers on labour standards is key, retailers should also consider whether this
alone is likely to change buyers’ practice. It is worth considering systems to reward buyers who
integrate labour compliance into their purchasing decisions, such as individual buyer scorecards.

●

Retailers should seek to develop longer-term relationships with suppliers, using a preferred
supplier list for new products, and consider assessing and rewarding suppliers for effort to meet
the ETI Base Code.
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